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PREFACE 

This is the final report on LM1 Task 75-^, "Second Destination Transportation." The 

review of the DoD second destination transportation program was initiated to identify 

opportunities for more effective and efficient utilization of transportation resources. 

Extensive information and advice were furnished during the study by 

Mr. P. J. Hyman  and Mr. A. R. Loyd,   Directorate  of   Transportation   and  Warehousing 

Policy,   OASD(I<JcL),  and by  representatives   of  OASD(C), OA5D(PA<JcE),  the Military 
— 

Departments, the U. S. Marine Corps, and the Defense Supply Agency.   Their assistance is 
•' 

gratefully acknowledged. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Logistics Management Institute has completed a review of the management of 

second destination transportation (SDT) within the DoD. The review included 

(1) evaluation of Service controls over SDT f^nds, (2) evaluation of the cost-effectiveness 

of Service use of funds, and (3) identification of areas requiring increased participation by 

the ASD(HcL). 

The SDT program budget for FY 1976 is almost $1.1 billion. The funds are used to 

pay for second destination movement of military cargo worldwide, the transportation of 

military mail overseas, and the overseas permanent change of station moves of civilian 

personnel. 

The review was initiated in the OSD. Discussions were held with various individuals 

in the office of the ASD(1&L), transportation budget analysts in the office of the ASD(C), 

and representatives from ASD(PA(ScE) and the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The 

DoD Directives and Instructions which provide transportation policy and responsibility 

assignments were examined. 

Attention was next focused on the SDT programs of the Military Services. The 

budget formulation processes and the financial and traffic management practices of the 

Services were contrasted and evaluated. Specific transportation practices/systems 

requiring more intensive review were identified. 

An evaluative study identifies many problem areas but does not necessarily 

recommend solutions. Nevertheless, where solutions seemed possible, we pursued them; 

they are included in this report. 

PROGRAM REVIEW 

The ASD(C) provides guidance to the Services in the submission of SDT program 

requirements.    The Services have deviated from that guidance to satisfy the general 
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requirements of the analysts within ASD(C). Budget formats are the principal source of 

visibility of the Service SDT programs to ASD(McL) and ASD(C). However, the formats 

have several significant deficiencies: (1) they do not adequately explain changes, or the 

causes of changes, in program requirements from the current to the budget year; (2) they 

are not oriented to a review of the total DoD requirements at the OSD level (i.e., it is 

difficult (c assess the total impact of Service actions and policy decisions on the defense 

transportation system); (3) they do not identify major users of SDT funds within the 

Services; and (4) they do not facilitate a comparison of Service programs. 

To overcome the above deficiencies, LMI recommends two supplemental budget 

exhibits—one highlights the effect of rate/workload/policy changes by Service and major 

command, while the second highlights the same changes by transportation mode. Each 

exhibit facilitates the preparation of a DoD summary (which should be accomplished 

within the OASD(I&L)) displaying the significant aspects of the total program by Service. 

The exhibits, when coupled with a more active role in the budget review process, 

will provide the ASD(I&L) with improved visibility, permitting more effective execution of 

his transportation, responsibilities. 

We also recommend that the ASD(I&L) maintain an increased level of surveillance of 

the program during budget execution. Review, on a quarterly basis, of a few key 

indicators of program status is suggested. 

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

With minor exceptions, the SDT financial management practices of the Army, 

Marine Corps, and Air Force are sufficient to assure adequate control of SDT funds. The 

practices of the Navy are not as strong; (1) they have limited capability to detect, in a 

timely manner, a potetitbU short-fall of SDT funds; (2) even if a potential short-fall has 

been identified, ability to discern the cause and thus to select appropriate corrective 

action is restricted; and (3) there is an absence oi accountability and incentives 

throughout the program. 
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When the study team briefed the Navy on these findings, they we^c Informed that 

systems are being developed to overcome many of the deficiencies. It is recomm.-nded 

that ASD(I&L) evaluate the Navy's systems development efforts in light of the weaknesses 

perceived. 

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 

Even though most of the SDT dollars are in support of overocean movements, much 

of the associated decision making for this traffic is the responsibility of the Single 

*» Manager   Operating  Agencies and not  the  shipping  service.    Our  review  of  traffic 

C management practices was restricted to decision making at CONUS shipping activities. In 

FY 1975, these activities committed approximately $200 million in SDT funds. Specific 

findings pertaining to these activities are as follows: 

Shipment Planning. Improving the effective use of SDT funds must begin with 

shipment planning (i.e., the early .isloility of cargo generation so as to permit the local 

transportation officer to maximize shipment consolidation, arrange for special handling, 

and select the appropriate mode/carrier). The shipment planning systems at the Air 

Logistics Centers appear to be the most advanced of the Services, while those in large 

depots of the other Services are subject to improvement. 

[j As  an initial  step toward  improving  shipment planning  in   the  DoD,  we 

fm recommend that the ASD{I<ScL) sponsor a shipment planning seminar.   The purpose of the 

seminar should be to disseminate information on the more advanced shipment planning 

systems in the DoD and GSA, with the expectation that the attendees would recognize the 

benefits to be derived from use of the ideas presented and hence wojld take action to 

improve their systems. 

Duplicate Shipments. In many CONUS activities, the U. S. Kostal Service is 

the predominant carrier for small packages. Many field activities consider the USPS free 

transportation in that neither the activity nor the SDT program pays for the service. 

Only a few have taken the initiative to avoid or reduce the use of the USPS to destinations 

being served regularly by other carriers. 
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To correct this s tuation, it is recommended that the ASD(I&L) request from 

each of the Military Departments and OSA a time-phased plan for increasing the cost 

effectiveness of small package movements to destinations which are also regularly served 

by both the USPS and other carriers. 

Commercial Paper. There are two issues related to the use of commercial 

paper which require direction from the ASD(I&L). The first is which fund (SDT or indicia) 

is to be cited on the forms; the second is the commercial paper dollar limitation on each 

Government Mil of Lading (GBL). 

Each Service has the authority to determine which funds to cite on commercial 

paper. As a result, both SDT and the indicia funds are cited. While this variation in 

practice is not detrimental to the SDT programs of the Services, it may impede effective 

policy-making by the ASD(I<5cL). This problem will be especially serious when portions of 

separate funds are supporting similar programs. Therefore, it is recommended that 

OASDd&L) further evaluate the use of commercial paper and issue appropriate guidance 

to the Services. 

The Comptroller General recently has raised the limit on the use of 

commercial paper from $25 to $100 per GBL. The Military Traffic Management Command 

(MTMC) issued implementing guidance to DoD activities and then withdrew the guidance 

because it felt it had exceeded its authority. There are several benefits associated with 

the increased dollar limitations—e.g., reducing shipment processing costs and making 

additional carriers, who do not accept the GBL, accessible to local transportation officers. 

In order to make these benefits available to the Services, it is suggested that the 

ASD(l<5cL) and MTMC resolve the ambiguity with respect to the fund limitation authority. 

QU1CKTRANS and LOGA1R. The principal observation concerning 

QUICKTRANS is that the dedicated trucks, which are an integral part of the system, are 

poorly utilized (considerably less than 50 percent). Inspection revealed that this situation 

is symptomatic of a larger problem within the Navy SDT program; viz., while the Navy 
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operates an extensive transportation system, many Navy activities do not know how to 

maximize the effectiveness of their use of it. It is recommended that ASD(I&L) request 

the Navy to provide specific guidance to its field activities which will result in increased 

utilization of the system, especially the dedicated truck portion. 

It appears that LOGA1R can readily be modified into an effective integrated 

air/surface transportation system which will reduce operating costs by a minimum of 

$6.7 million (almost 14 percent) without measurable effect on service or pipeline 

Investment The use of smaller aircraft and a limited system reduction may yield 

additional savings of $5.3 million. It is recommended thai the ASD(I&L) request the Air 

Force to develop plans for an integrated LOG AIR system. 

COROLLARY ISSUES REQUIRING ATTENTION 

Three SDT-related issues, which have a strong influence on some of the 

specific areas we examined, were encountered frequently throughout the study. Two of 

these issues should be subjected to a close examination in order to assure that their 

adverse impact upon DoD transportation is minimized. 

UMM1PS Abuse. The DoD transportation system responds to the requirements 

of the requisitioncr. The issue priority assigned by the requisitioner dictates not only the 

supply priority but also the shipping and transportation priority. There is considerable 

evidence that issue priority privileges are being abused. (Air-to-surface diversion rates 

often are in excess of 80 percent and sonne CONUS installations do not accept shipments 

on weekends, even though the assigned priorities would dictate that receiving activities 

operate seven days a week.) 

The UMMIPS needs to be reevaluated. Two alternatives to the present system 

appear to have significant potential: (1) a system in which the issue and transportation 

priorities were individually specified and (2) a variation of the above, with transportation 

priorities being different for intra-CONUS and overseas shipments.   Both alternatives 
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would allow the requisitioner to identify separately his supply requirement (which, if not 

met, could deadline equipment for an extended period) and his transportation requirement 

(which, in CONUS, would have an effect of no more than a few days). 

We recommend that the ASD(WcL) initiate a study of the UMM1PS system to 

determine if the overall structure of shipment priorities can be made more consistent with 

current supply and transportation requirements. 

Airlift Policy. Discussions with Service representatives on what actions they 

would take given a potential SOT fund shortage revealed that most would institute more 

aggressive challenge criteria for MAC eligible cargo. This action, however, could trigger 

another round of MAC tariff increases which could lead to additional airlift curtailments, 

etc. This cycle is of considerable interest to DoD and has been the focus of many 

proposals. Most of these proposals are directed specifically to the AS1F problem and have 

not been formulated within the context of the total defense transportation system. 

The problem is extremely complex. Therefore, we recommend that the 

ASD(1&L) initiate an intensive study of airlift policy. The study should be structured so 

that it provides the ASD(WcL) with a comprehensive analysis of the numerous proposals 

now extant within the DoD. 

I 
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I.   INTRODUCriON 

At the request of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics), 

ASn(I(VL), the Logistics Management Institute has reviewed the second destination 

transportation (SDT) program of the Department of Defense. The objectives of ne 

review were the (I) evaluation of Service controls over SDT funds, (2) evaluation of 

Service capabilities to use the funds in a cost effective manner, and (3) identification of 

areas requiring increased participation by the AiSDO&L) in order for him to more 

effectively carry out his assigned responsibilities. 

The review was made in two phases. The objectives, scope, and methodology were 

defined during Phase 1. During Phase 2, while the detail review was being conducted, 

three interim reports were submitted (April, 3une, and October 1975) Interim Report 1 

addressed the role of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and 

Logistics), OASD(I>JcL), in SDT; Interim Report 2 focused on SDT budgeting; while Interim 

Report 3 reviewed the SDT financial and traffic management practices of the Military 

Services. 

Much of the material presented in the interim reports is included in this final report 

on Task 75-^. In the following section, the characteristics of SDT within the DoD and the 

role of the ASD(IßcL) in SDT are discussed. Section III summarises the SDT programs of 

the Military Services: the Service programs are evaluated in Section IV. Section V 

addresses several major SDT-related issues which impact upon effective use of SDT funds 

but were outside the scope of the Task. Recommendations for improving SDT within the 

DoD are provided in Section VI. 

A copy of the Task Order is included as Appendix A. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

A.      CHARACTERIZATION OF SDT 

Second destination   transportation   is frequently  referred to as  all  transportation 

which is not first destination.    Department of Defense Instruction 5000.S defines first 

2 
destination transportation as: 

"(1) The movetnent of property from f.o.b. point of origin to the point at 
which the materiel, in the form required for use, is first received for use or 
storage for subsequent distribution in the military supply system. (2) The 
costs of such movement," 

and second destination transportation as: 

"(1) The subsequent movement of property for intradepartment or 
interdepartment distribution from the point of storage at which originally 
received from f.o.b. point of origin.  (2)   The costs of such movement." 

Second destination transportation funds cover the cost of shipping cargo from 

CONUS depots to field activities world-wide, including the over-ocean segment whether 

performed by the Military Sealift Command (MSC), the Military Airlift Command (MAC), 

or by commercial carrier. They also cover the movement of retrograde cargo, some inter- 

and intra-theatre movements of cargo overseas, and the ovei-ocean segment of Army Post 

Office (APO) mail. In addition, SDT supports the movement of some civilians on 

permanent change of station (PCS) overseas, CONUS port handling charges, and, in the 

case of Army, the cost of operating overseas ports. Finally, SDT supports the movement 

of military cargo being shipped between CONUS installations, and the movement of excess 

materiel from these installations back to major stock points. 

The Military Services are directly responsible for planning, programming, and 

expending SDT funds.    SDT is a separate line item under Force Program VII;    Central 

2 
Department of Defense Instruction 5000.8, "Glossary of Terms Used in the Areas of 

Financial, Supply, and Installation Management," 15 3uly 1961. 
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Supply and Maintenance, in the Operations and Maintenance budget of each Service. In 

Fiscal Year 1975, the Services requested second destination transportation funding of 

almost $1.1 billion (see Table 1). 

TABLE  1 

SECOND DESTINATION TRANSPORTATION 
BY SERVICE FOR FY 1975 

MILITARY FY 1975   j 
I   SERVICE ($ Millions) 

Army 488 
Navy 201 
Marine Corps 17    | 
Air Force 380    | 

TOTAL 1,086    1 

The Defense Supply Agency (DSA) did not request SDT funds for FY 1975, nor were 

any second destination transportation charges highlighted in Military Department stock 

funds.  (DSA and all stock funds include transportation expenses in the cost of the item.) 

Even though the Military Services have direct responsibility for SDT funds, the 

Single Manager Operating Agencies—MAC, MSC, and the Military Traffic Management 

Command (MTMC)—also play significant roles in SDT. Once a Service makes the shipping 

decision to move items overseas, the actual movement of the item from the point of 

embarkation is the responsibility of these transportation agencies. '   '       While much of 

Source:   October 197^ budget submission to the Office of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense (Comptroller), OASD(C). 

it 
DoD    Directive    5160.2,    "Single    Manager    Assignment    for    Airlift    Service," 

17 October 1973. 

DoD Directive 5160.10, "Single  Manager Assignment for Ocean Transportation," 
21+ March 1967. 

DoD Directive 5160.53, "Single  Manager Assignment for Military Traffic, Land 
Transportation, ard Common-User Ocean Terminals," 2^ March 1967. 
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the cargo moved or routed by  these  agencies are SDT movements, the agencies also 

support  other  movements  such  as  household  goods,  stock  fund  and   DSA  items,   POL 

(petroleum, oil, and lubricants), and some first destination traffic. 

B.       ROLE OF ASD(I(5cL) 

1.       Assigned Responsibilities 

The ASD(I(5cL) has been designated the principal strtff assistant to the 

Secretary of Defense in matters of transportation. In this role, he has issued or 

participated in the issuance of, several DoD Directives and Instructions concerning various 

DoD transportation functions. While many of these Directives and Instructions are not 

directly pertinent to LMI Task 75-^, several have significant implications because of the 

assignment of responsibilities conta1 ied therein. 

The ASD(l(5cL) has overall responsibility for "establishing policies and providing 

guidance to DoD components concerning (1) the efficient cind effective use of DoD and 
.. 

commercial    transportation    resources    and   (2) the   establishment    and   operation    of 
•- 

Transportation    Single    Manager   Agencies." More   explicit    ASDd&L)   assignments 

concerning  postal  operations,   military  standard logistics  data   systems,   movement   of 

personal property, the Uniform Materiel Movement and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS), 

9 
and the Single Manager Operating Agencies are contained in other Directives. 

The ASD(I<5cL) has not been assigned specific responsibility for second 

destination transportation. That responsibility is implied in his overall responsibility for 

transportation.    However,  the  ASDO&L) has been assigned specific responsibilities for 

DoD   Directive   5126.22,   "Assistant   Secretary   of   Defense    (Installations   and 
Logistics)," 30 January 1961. 

g 
DoD       Directive       ^500.9,       "Transportation       and       Traffic      Management," 

29 November 1971. 

9 
See    Appendix    B    for    a   list   of    Directives   and   Instructions   covering   DoD 

transportation and closely related functions. 



various segments of second destination transportation, including postal operations and the 

LOGA1R and QUICKTRANS systems (i.e., the contract CONUS airlift systems of the Air 

Force and Navy respectively). 

2.       Execution of Responsibilities 

In carrying out assigned transportation responsibilities, the ASD{I<5cL) (1) issues 

formal policy and instructions, (2) participates in the budget/program review process, 

(3) reviews the performance of the Single Manager Operating Agencies, and 

(^) participates and provides guidance in resolving current DoD transportation problems. 

The   transportation   policy   and/or   implementing  instructions   issued   by  the 

ASD(I(5cL) include (1) reporting requirements for the Single Manager Operating Agencies, 

(2) tasking the Single Manager Operating Agencies to represent the DoD in transportation 

regulatory  proceedings,  and  (3) DoD  policy   relative  to  use   of   containers   in  surface 

transportation. 

The principal ASD(I>ScL) involvement in the second destination transportation 

programs of the Services occurs during budget review. In this capacity, he assists the 

ASD(C) who conducts the review, although advance data is not routinely received for 

review and analysis. The A3D(I&L) does not explicitly monitor the performance of the 

Military Services during execution of the SDT budget. 

The ASD(I<5cL) attempts to keep abreast of the performance of the Single 

Manager Operating Agencies through one-time inquiries, personal contact, and evaluation 

and analysis of information contained in several recurring reports including: 

The ASD(UVL) was recently assigned an FY 1976 Management by Objective for SDT: 
Objective 9, Action 3, Improve effectiveness of management of second destination 
transportation. 

The reporting requirements for MSC and MTMC are included in DoDI ^100.31, 
"Reports on Single Manager Operations," 2 September I960, while the reporting 
requirements for MAC are contained in DODD 5160.2, "Single Manager Assignment for 
Airlift Service," 17 October 1973. 



1) Quarterly Progress Report, MTMC 

2) Quarterly Report, MAC 

3) Annual Command Report, MSC 

4) Monthly Financial Statement, MSC 

5) Airlift Service Industrial Fund Report, MAC 

6) Quarterly Group Movements, MTMC 

The ASDd&L) also is involved in the resolution of current SDT or SDT-relatcd 
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problem areas including: 

1)       incorporating the C-130 tactical fleet into MAC operations; 

2) developing    policy    and    guidance    for    monitoring    and    controlling 
administrative support aircraft; 

3) revising   of   the   MTMC   Charter   to   incorporate   world-wide   traffic 
responsibility; 

4) evaluating the CONUS transportation system including passenger 
movement on military aircraft and reassessment of the effectiveness of 
LOGAIR/QUICKTRANS; 

5) determining the requirement, use, and relationship to MAC, of the civil 
reserve air fleet; 

6) identifying/assessing the advantages and disadvantages of the industrial 
funding of MAC; 

7) determining the requirements, type of ships, timing, etc. of the MSC 
fleet and; 

8) examining the increased use of air transportation-,to shorten delivery 
times and thereby reduce stock level requirements. 

3.       Relationship to Other DoD Components 

The ASD(I(ScL) responsibility for DoD transportation is shared with other DoD 

components.  The ASD(C) is responsible for reviewing the SDT budgets of the Services and 

the budgets of Single Manager Operating Agencies.   In this capacity, he relies upon the 

12 
FY 1976 DoD Management by Objective; Objective 9, Action 'K 



ASD(I(ScL) for comments during the review process. The ASD(C) and ASDO&L) also 

coordinate all policy and guidance which have an impact on transportation dollars. 

The ASDd&L) has limited contact with the Military Services concerning trans- 

portation except during budget reviews, or when discrete problems arise (such as those 

listed above). 

Other DoD components, including the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program 

Analysis and Evaluation), the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and DSA, also play strong roles in 

transportation. However, their relationship with ASD(lcVL) on transportation matters has 

not been found to be critical to this task. 

. 
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III.  SDT WITHIN THE SERVICES 

A.       THE ARMY SDT PROGRAM 

1.       BudKct ncveloprnent 

As previously shown in Table i, Army's FY 1975 SDT program was 

approximately $^SS million. Table 2 illustrates the total Army program by mode of 

transportation. 

TABLE   2 

ARMY  SDT   PROGRAM  BY  MODE 

Mode2/ Dollars   (000s) 

Land  Transportation 

Air  Transportation  -  MAC 

Air Transportation  -  Comiiicrcial 

CONUS Port Transshipment - MTMC 

iica  Transportation - MSC 

Overseas  Water Ports 

Other  Transportation  Facilities 

$   54,856 

59.175 

29,286 

45,456 

262,638 

25,943 

10,490 

TOTAL $480,444 fe/ 

^The   specific costs  embedded   in  these  modes  are  described 
in Appendix C. 

"^Includes  reimbursements  of  f42,}0.2., 

Fifteen Army commands actually plan, program, and budget for SDT.   These 

commands and their associated total SDT programs (as of October 197^) are displayed in 

Table 3 
13 

Throughout the report, the Army Finance and Accounting Center is treated as a 
command, even though it is actually a fund managomen+ agency. 



TABLE 3 

ARMY SDT PROGRAM BY COMMAND 

[                  Cr.rrr.'nr'^l Dollars (000s) 

1. U. S. Finance and Accounting Center 

2. U. S. Army Materiel Command 

3. U. S. Military Acadoir.y 

4. Health Services Conjnand 

5. U. S. Army Communications Command 

6. Training and Doctrine Command 

7. The Adjutant Ccnernl 

8. The Eurguon General 

9. Army Corps of Engineers 

10. U. S, Army Recruiting Comrar.r.d 

11. Military District of Washington 

12. U. S. Forces Command 

13. U. S. Army - Korea 

14. U. S. Army - Japan 

15. U. S. Army - Europe 

$363,307 

36,036 

170 

59 

150    j 

1.472 

33,407 

206 

5 

70 

10    j 

6,786 

4,84 3 

13,457 

28.306 

TOTAL $480,444     ! 

Each of the fifteen commands has a separate, yet integrated, role in the Army 

SDT program.  To illustrate: 

- funds for overocean transportation costs, such as MAC, MSC, and MTMC 
port handling charges, are held by the Army Finance and Accounting Center; 

- the Army Materiel Command (AMC) supports the movement of cargo 
between CONUS depots and aerial ports, ocean terminals, and 
posts/camps/stations within CONUS; 

- the overseas commands support the overseas port handling and inland 
drayagc costs, regardless where the cargo originates; and 

- Military Official Mail, the Courier Service, and the APO carried by MAC are 
the responsibility of The Adjutant General. 

The development of the Army SDT budget is an iterative process involving the 

Comptroller of the Army (COA), the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG), ano 

the fifteen commands identified in Table 3. The COA is primarily "involved in providing 

program guidance and reviewing the total Army SDT program. 

10 
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I The Program and Rudgct Division of the Supply and Maintenance Directorate, 

DCSLOG, is responsible for the development of the SDT program. The Division 

responsibilities include: 

- compiling the command SDT budget submissions into an Army-wide format 
during each budget cycle; 

- reviewing     the     command     submissions     to     insure     that     appropriate 
transportation rates have been used; 

- tracking changes from one budget iteration to the next; and 

- monitoring the performance of Army SDT throughout the fiscal year. 

The transportation requirements are developed at the command level, then reviewed and 

approved by DCSLOG. 

In the review of Army SDT budgeting, time did not permit examining the 

budget development process of each command listed in Table 3. However, four of the 

larger CONUS commands (i.e., the Army Finance and Accounting Center (FAC), AMC, 

The Adjutant General, and the U. S. Forces Command) were reviewed with emphasis on 

AMC. In FY 1975, the SDT budgets of these four commands totaled almost $'^0 million, 

90 percent of the total Arrny SDT program. 

Even though the Finance and Accounting Center pays for all port handling and 

overocean movement costs, the Center does not develop any forecasts of SDT require- 

ments. The overocean and port handling requirements are developed by the Commodity 

Commands within AMC and forwarded to the Performance Management Divison, 

Transportation and Services Directorate, DCSLOG, via the Logistics Control Agency, 

AMC Headquarters, and the DCSLOG Data Processing Center in Radford, Virginia.       The 

i Performance Management Division reviews the total Army requirements prior to a final 

compilation  being produced by  the  DCSLOG   Data  Processing Center  for  the  Finance 

I Center to use as its official SDT submission. 

I 

I 

! 

I 
14 

See Army Regulation 55-30, "Space Requirements and Performance Reports for 
Transportation Movements," 5 .luly 1973. 
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The AMC FY 1975 program is approximately $36 million, as shown in Table 3. 

These dollars are allotted by  AMC to 27 installations  and  National  Inventory  Control 

Points (NICPs).    Tabled  shows the FY 1976 allotments among the 27 installations and 

NICPs, as included in the Command Operating Budget- 

It was previously noted that AMC supports the movement of cargo between 

CONUS depots and aerial ports/ocean terminals/posts/camps/stations within CONUS.    A 

further delineation of these movement responsibilities is as follows: 

- the seventeen depots, which fall under the Major Item Data Agency (MIDA) 
umbrella, pay for the movement of material from CONUS depots to 
posts/camps/stations and aerial ports/ocean terminals within CONUS 
(except for containerized cargo moving under MSC container agreements); 

- the Commodity Commands pay for the movement of excess material 
(including reparables) from CONUS posts/camps/stations to the depots for 
return to storage or rebuild; and 

- the Tobyhanna/MTMC fund covers the cost of CONUS movement of 
retrograde material from the aerial ports/ocean terminals to Army 
depots. 

The AMC SDT budget is compiled at AMC Headquarters, with limited input 

from the Commodity Commands. Historical movements are used to develop a command 

forecast for the budget year. When the Army SDT program is approved, the AMC dollars 

are then allotted (via Command Operating Budgets) among the installations and NICPs 

listed in Table 4, with MIDA acting as the funding authority for the seventeen depots. 

The MIDA SDT budget is developed prior to the AMC budget and at a lower 

level of detail. The Commodity Commands forward to MIDA their SDT CONUS 

requirements for the budget year. These requirements are summarized by originating 

depot to form the basis for allocating MIDA SDT dollars among the depots. If a 

significant shortfall exists, MIDA then negotiates with AMC for additional funding. 

The FY 1975 allotments were not available.   The FY 1976 data were received from 
AMC personnel on 2^ April 1975. 

The MTMC performs a service for Army in that they arrange for the transportation 
of retrograde material and cite this fund source. 

12 . I 



TABLE 4 

FY 1976 AMC SDT BUDGET 

: 

i 

i 

! 

i 

In.sta] ]a'.,icr./N'ICP 

MI DA 
1. Anniston Army Depot 
2. Ft. Wingatc Dopot Activity 
3. Lottc.rkcnny Army Depot 
4. Lexington Army Depot 
5. Navejo Depot Activity 
6. New Cumber]and Army Dopot 
7. Pueblo Army Depot 
8. Red River Army Depot 
9. Sacramento Army Depot 

10. Scivnnnah Army Depot 
11. Seneca Army Depot 
12. Sharpo Army Depot 
13. Sierra Army Depot 
14. Tobyhanna Army Depot 
15. Tooele Army Depot 
16. Umatilla Army Depot 
17.Corpus  Christi  Army Denot 

COMODITY  COMMANDS 

10. AVSCOM 
19. ECOM 
20. MICOM 
21. TACOM 
22. TECOM 
23. TROSCOM 
24. ARMCOM 

OTHER 
25. Tobyhanna/MTMC 
26. Taiwan 
27. Tntrrn-:i t ionn]   l.ogirtics  CV-prnand 

TOTAL AMC 

Dollcirf;    (000;;) 

$23,1-12 
2,800 

200 
2.100 
1,900 

200 

Short 
Ton? 

2,950 
2,4 00 
2,600 

850 
542 
800 
500 
500 

1,600^ 
2,600 

300 
300 

IV 
8,460 

1,900 
325 
800 

3,000 
160c/ 

1,075-/ 

1,300 

5,450 

4,840 
600 

S37,05? 

351,4 01 
7 5,249 

1 .900 
20,7C2 
41,853 

1,351 
30,860 
27,f.l3 
32,248 
2,934 
9,841 

13,705 
16,528 
15,140 
10,639 
32,9^2 
6,998 
2,7 90 

88,733 

5,277 
3,308 
9,103 

31,000 
2,54 5 
8,900 

2n,ooo 

137,651 

87,937 
49,714 

>77./85 

S/ 
Includes   $315  of  SDT funds which arc  not associated with 
short   tons. 

$1,581  not associated with  short  tons. 

$200 not  associated with short  tons. 
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The SDT program of The Adjutant General (TAG) supports all overocean mail 

traffic along with all inter- and intra-theatre movements using foreign mail services. 

TAG develops its SDT budget requirements by the following major categories: 

- Air Mail—partitioned into commercial air and MAC; 

- Military Official Mail; and 

- Space Available Mail. 

Historical data are used to project future requirements by the above categories.    The 

requirements are then costcd out at the latest rates. 

Development of the U. S. Forces Command (FORSCOM) SDT budget is 

initiated upon receipt of a dollar guidance figure from the Department of the Army (DA). 

FORSCOM then provides fiscal guidance to each of twenty-two subordinate field 

installations. The field installations develop their requiremeits based upon historical 

data, supplemented by knowledge of unusual figure movements. (The requirements are 

stated in terms of dollars only, with no tonnages displayed). FORSCOM Headquarters then 

contrasts the installation requirements with DA guidance to yield an overall estimate of 

whether the command can satisfy its transportation requirements. 

2.       Financial Management Practices 

Not only is the Program and Budget Division within the Directorate of Supply 

and Maintenance, DCSLOG, responsible for SDT budget formulation, it also monitors the 

use of the funds during budget execution.   SDT funds are not held at the DCSLOG level; 

they are passed directly from  the Comptroller of  the Army to the fifteen commands 

responsible for SDT (see Table 3). 

The principal focus of DCSLOG during budget execution is the status of FAC's 
• 

program, even though it receives cost and movement reports from the Single Manager 

Operating Agencies and fund status reports from other Army commands.   Information on 

the workload of  these other commands; however,  has not been routinely available  to 

DCSLOG personnel.    DCSLOG currently is developing a procedure by which it will receive 

H 
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periodic financial and workload status reports (rotn all commands holding SDT 

allotments. The purpose of this effort is to keep DCSLOG more fully abreast of the 

status of SDT within the Army. A monthly SDT status report is also made available to the 

Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations and Logistics). 

The Finance and Accounting Center rok s to pay for the cost of all Army 

overocean transportation. As noted previously, FAC does not develop any transportation 

requirements nor does it monitor workload performance. FAC also serves as the central 

billing and payment center for Army and Air Force Government Bills of Lading (GBLs). 

The Army Management Fund (AMF) is used to pay carriers of Army ca.'^o while 'ne 

appropriate transportation account code is cited for payment of Air Force GßLs. The 

Commodity Commands, depots, etc. fund the AMF based upon the estimated 

transportation cost appearing on the Army GBL. The AMF bills the shipping activity for 

deviations in excess of $100 between the GBL estimate and actual charges. 

The SDT funds of AMC are distributed directly to eleven major comrnands/act- 

18 ivities.       AMC receives a series of monthly and quarterly reports on the ot rformance of 

these eleven commands including: 

1) fund status; 

2) the accuracy of forecasted performance (with explanations required for 
significant variances); 

3) anticipated program changes; and 

k)      unfinanced requirements. 

In addition, during the fourth quarter, abbreviated budget reports and phone calls are used 

to monitor the SDT program and identify potential problems or funds available for 

rcprogramming. 

These financial and workload status reports are to be copies of existing command 
reports. DESLOG plans no additional investment in personnel or systems support to obtain 
this information. 

IS 
See   Table   ^   for  a  listing   of   these  commands  and   activities  (all   the  dollars 

distributed to the seventeen depots are alloted to MIDA). 
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The Major Item Data Agency coordinates and monitors that portion of AMC's 

SDT program which is administered by CONUS depots. Work Authorizations are used by 

MIDA to pass administrative responsibility for its SDT funds to the depots. The MIDA 

accounting and reporting system does not permit issuing Work Authorizations for more 

than the total SDT funds received from AMC. Furthermore, the system rejects any bills 

received from the AMF that will cause the Work Authorization at a depot to be exceeded. 

In such cases the transportation costs must be absorbed by the depot's industrial fund. 

MIDA receives a series of semi-monthly reports on the status of SDT at the 

seventeen depots to which it issues Work Authorizations. These reports provide 

information on: 

1) status of funds; 

2) forecasted and actual shipments by mode and associated costs; and 

3) unfinanced requirements. 

In order to maintain close control over the SDT program near the end of the fiscal year, 

fund status data are requested daily from the depots. 

Even though the responsibility for SDT funds is assigned to the depot, the local 

transportation officer (TO) is not given administrative responsibility for the funds nor is 

he always aware of their status. The Production Planning and Control Office (PPC), 

Directorate of Supply, monitors the status of these funds. If additional funds are required, 

then the PPC contacts MIDA directly, with the TO only becoming involved when 

additional funds are not made available. 

\*hile   the   depot   Work   Authorizations   represent   the   bulk   of   AMC's  SDT 

19 program,  the  Commodity  Commands      have a significant,  yet greatly different role. 

Commodity Command SDT funds support the return of excess material to depots, and for 

the leveling of stocks among depots.   In such situations, the local transportation officer 

19 
Only the Tank/Automotive Command (TACOM) was reviewed during this task. 
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T cites the appropriate Commodity Command transportation account code on the GBL.   A 

copy of the GBL is then sent to the Commodity Command which uses the estimated 

transportation cost as an obligation. Each month, the commands issue advances to the 

AMF for the total amount of all obligations incurred during the month. 

The SDT funas allotted to The Adjutant General support all overocean and all 

inter- and intra-theatre transportation costs of air mail, military official mail, space 

available mail, and surface mail. Each field postal activity submits a monthly report on 

the amount of mail moving by category (i.e., by air, surface, etc.) and channel. Approved 

rates are then applied to these volumes to generate obligation estimates. These data 

permit TAG to anticipate shortfalls or excess funds and are the basis for the allotment to 

the Military District of Washington, which is responsible for controlling TAG SDT bills. 

FORSCOM allots SDT dollars to twenty-two field activities at the beginning of 

each fiscal year; Headquarters, FORSCOM, retains a small percentage for meeting 

unforecasted requirements. 

The principal means by which FORSCOM monitors its SDT program are 

through two quarterly reports which provide obligations, workload status, and cost by field 

activity, and the latest fiscal year program for each activity. 

A persistent problem in much of the above monitoring effort is the timeliness 

of the movement data contained in the various reports. The Army Blue Book report as of 

31 December 197^ was generated on It April 1975. Receipt of MAC, MSC, and MTMC 

reports by DCSLOG varied from seventy-five days to over 120 days from the closeout 

date, depending on the specific report and data source. The AMC quarterly reports are 

received four to five weeks after the close of a quarter. Only at the M1DA level did we 

observe the capability to closely monitor the SDT program. MIDA can produce some 

depot monitoring reports on a daily basis, and does so near the end of each fiscal year. 

17 



This flexibility, coupled with the SDT funds actually being allocated to the depots, permits 

MIDA to effectively monitor its SDT program. However, MIDA's portion of the Army SDT 

program is less than ten percent. 

3.       Traffic Management Practices 

While the distribution patterns of Army SDT have undergone considerable 

modification since  the  introduction  of   the  Direct  Supply  Support  (DSS)  concept,  the 

CONUS traffic management practices, as executed by local transportation officers, have 

20 
remained unchanged.   The Military Traffic Management Regulation     provides the overall 

direction    for     Army    transportation,     with     AMCR 55-8,     "Control     of     Premium 

21 
Transportation," governing the use of air transportation. 

AMCR 55-8 states that all air eligible cargo weighing over 500 pounds must be 

confirmed with the requisitioner prior to release of the shipment for airlift. For cargo 

moving overseas, the Logistics Control Agency (LCA), located at the Presidio of 

San Francisco, is charged with this responsibility, while the individual transportation 

officers have the responsibility for confirming CONUS shipments. 

During the course of  this study, the traffic management practices of three 

22 
Army depots—Letterkenny,  New Cumberland,      and Tobyhanna—were reviewed.    These 

practices are summarized below: 

a.       Shipment Planning.   Even though there is a shipment planning capability 

in the Systemwide Project for Electronic Equipment at Depots-Extended (SPEEDEX), the 

TO is not aware of what cargo will be generating until it is received in the distribution 

20AR 55-355,  NAVSUP  PUB W(Rcv), AFM 75-2, MCO P^600.14A, DSAR ^500.3, 
"Military Traffic Management Regulation, March 1969. 

21 AMCR 55-8, "Control of Premium Transportation," 2^ April 197^. 

22 Our review  of  the   traffic   management  practices  at  New   Cumberland  did not 
include the DSS.   Thus, the placement, scheduling, and loading of containers was outside 
our review. 
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terminal to be labeled, sorted, etc. in preparation for shipment. As a result, shipment 

consolidations are based on anticipated cargo generation from previous experience rather 

than firm knowledge. Material requiring special handling/deliver»/ are attended to after 

receipt in the distribution terminal. 

b.       Use of Parcel Post.   The identification of cargo to be shipped by parcel 

post is made by computer prior to receipt of the cargo by the TO.   All parcel post eligible 

cargo moves by that mode.   One depot has developed a manual intervention procedure to 

avoid  duplicate shipments (i.e.,  by  private  carrier  and  the   Postal   Service)  to   major 

*- 

customers served on a regular basis. 

c. Use of United Parcel Service (UPS). The three depots do not use UPS 

because the TOs believe UPS has several deficiencies including (1) they cannot trace 

shipments and (2) they provide poor service. 

d. Use of Federal Express Corporation (FEC). The TOs have varied 

attitudes toward the service and cost of FEC. One depot uses FEC extensively—the TO 

has found that it is cheaper than air freight forwarders, fiequently cheaper thcin air mail, 

and provides excellent service for high priority shipments. Another TO has found that 

FEC is not cost effective. 

e. Use of Commercial Forms.   The use of commercial forms is inconsistent. 

One TO has found that commercial forms provide increased flexibility in carrier selection. 

While he is limited to a $25 maximum for any one shipment, he anticipates extensive use 

of commercial forms when the limit is raised to $100. Other TOs stated that they use 

commercial forms only when there appears to be no reasonable alternative. 

f. Carrier Performance. Each depot uses the M1LSTEP IB Reports for 

monitoring carrier performance—the reports have even been used as the basis for 

suspending carriers. This use has made the reports more effective since the carriers arc 

aware that the service they provide is continuously being contrasted with that being 

provided by their competitors.    The M1LSTEP ID Reports are also used by AMC to rank 

i 
I 
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the relative pcrfürmdnce of the transportation divisons in the depots.    This depot ranking 

has proved to be an incentive to the TOs to provide as high a level of service as possible. 

g. Shipment Challenging. Each depot follows AMCR 35-8 in challenging 

most airlift eligible shipments over 300 pounds. However, all Transportation Priority (TP) 

2 shipments are automatically moved by surface (this is current Army policy), so only TP 1 

shipments over 500 pounds are being challenged. There are exceptions to this TP 1 

challenge criteria which are geared to the specific location of each depot and the 

commercial transportation resources at its disposal. These include, for example, not 

flying any shipments, regardless of priority, to posts/camps/stations within '♦GO miles of 

the depot—within this range surface movement has been found to be as responsive as air. 

The only time surface requisitions are challenged is when there is an obvious error, which 

has been overlooked by supply personnel. 

LOGAIR and QUICKTRANS are seldom used by Letterkenny, New 

Cumberland and Tobyhanna Army Depots since they are not located near regular LOGAIR 

or QUICKTRANS stations. The TOs also stated that their cargo does not receive the same 

priority treatment as that of the host Service. (This allegation was subsequently denied by 

both LOGAIR and QUICKTRANS representatives.) 

h. TO Performance. Army TOs are being rated almost entirely on service, 

with little attention being given to whether they have used transportation dollars 

effectively. Dollars saved through shipment consolidation or airlift challenges are not 

taken into consideration in TO evaluation. 

i.        Organization.   In each of the three depots, the transportation function is 

a responsibility of the Dirertjrate of Supply. 

B.       THE NAVY SDT PROGRAM 

1.       Budget Development 

In its October 197^ budget submission to OASD(C), the Navy FY 1975 SDT 

program  totaled approximately $200 million, as shown in Table 3.    The Naval  Material 

20 
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Command (NAVMAT) funding responsibility for this program was assigned to the Naval 

23 
Supply Systems Command (NAVSUP) beginning with FY 1975.       Beginning with FY 1976, 

NAVSUP   has   assumed   total   Navy   SDT   funding   responsibility   with   the   following 

exceptions: 

- organic material incident to relocation and/or rotational deployment; 

- civilian personnel household goods; 

- mine countermeasures equipment and material; and 

- MSC/commercial ship replenishrrent programs. 

These exceptions will continue to be budgeted for and funded by major claimants.   In 

FY 1976, the exceptions total approximately $3 million. 

TABLE 5 

NAVY SDT PROGRAM BY MODE 

Modo3/ Dollars   (00C)                   ! 

Liincl Transportation 

Air  Transportation  - flAC 

Air  Transportation  -  Commercial 

CONUS Port Transshipment  - MTMC 

Sea  Transportation   - MSC 

$  36,113                           j 

40,054                           1 

42,343                           j 

13,431                           I 

63,889 

TOTAL $200,835 

The  specific costs  embedded  in   these nodes  are dc-ccribtd 
in Appendix D. 

:: 

Development of the Navy SDT budget is the responsibility of the 

Transportatior. and Warehousing Directorate, NAVSUP. The SDT budget is then included 

in the total NAVSUP budget which in turn is included in NAVMAT's and eventually in the 

Department of the Navy budget. 

23 
OPNAV1NST ^600.2^, "Management of Navy Transportation; responsibilities for," 

7 November 1973. 

2t* 
Ibid. 
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The entire Navy SDT budget is developed within the Transportation and 

Warehousing Directorate. Historical movement statistics together with known changes 

are used to project budget year requirements. The forecasted requirements are then 

costed out at the unit cost experience of the previous year or the latest rates. The role of 

other commands in the budget cycle is restricted to informing the Transportation and 

Warehousing Directorate of unusual situations, such as base closures, that directly impact 

upon SDT. 

The Navy Material Transportation Office (NAVMTO), Norfolk, Virginia, a field 

activity of NAVSUP, develops the short- arid long-range Navy tonnage estimates for airlift 

and sealift. The estimates include first destination material, household goods moving 

under permanent change of station, and stock fund items, in addition to second destination 

cargo. These overocean workload estimates, however, are developed independently from 

the SDT forecasts developed by NAVSUP for SDT. 

2.       Financial Management Practices 

Three systems commands were assigned SDT Operating Targets (OPTARs) for 

25 FY 1975,     as shown in Table 6.  The OPTARs fund the movement of material managed or 

assigned  to  the  OPTAR  holder.     For  example,  if  the  Naval  Air   Systems  Command 

(NAVAIR) initiates the movement of an aircraft engine from Alameda to Oklahoma City, 

NAVAIR's Transportation Account Code would be cited as the fund source. 

TABLE 6 

NAVY SDT OPERATING   TARGETS 
FOR  VY  1975 

I Corv.Tiard OPTAR   'SOOCs)            S 

1    NAVAIR 

1    iJAVFAC 

1    JWVSEA 

$22,528 

6,600 

24,664 
*                                                                                                          i 

1                TOTAL $53,792                     i 

25 NAVSUP letter 0513N/SN of U January 1975. 
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In addition to the commands issued OPTARs for FY 1975, NAVSUP had planned 

to issue OPTARs to six more commands in FY 1976, as follows: 

1) Strategic Systems Project Office 

2) Bureau of Naval Personnel 

3) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery 

k)       Naval Intelligence Command 

5) Naval Security Group Command 

6) Chief of Naval Education and Training 

Even with the issuance of OPTARs, NAVSUP adheres to a centralized 

management approach for SDT primarily because it believes the funds can be managed 

more effectively at the headquarters level. In addition, there is a prevailing attitude that 

financial responsibility cannot be a practical incentive for a transportation officer since 

his primary responsibility is to perform a service for his customers. As such, his options 

are limited within the guidelines set forth in various traffic regulations and the required 

delivery dates of his customers. As a result, NAVSUP has apparently decided not to issue- 

any OPTARs for FY 1976. 

The principal users of Navy SDT funds are: 

- Naval Supply Centers; 

- Naval Shipyards and Ammunition Depots; and 

- Naval Air Stations. 

With the exception of NAVSUP as Program Manager, none of the parent commands of the 

above installations, nor any of the other OPTAR holders, play a significant role in the 

management of Navy SDT funds. NAVSUP does not routinely provide the commands with 

information concerning the status of their OPTARs, nor have the commands any incentive 

to establish reporting systems whereby they could monitor their own SDT program. 

23 



AH GDLs generated by Navy field activities are forwarded to NAVMTO which 

enters estimated costs on the document. These estimates art; the basis for an advance 

payment to the Navy Management Fund (NMF) by NAVSUP. The NMF bills NAVSUP 

monthly for any differences between actual charges and NAVMTO estimates. 

The NAVMTO is developing an SDT management information system (MIS) for 

NAVSUP. The driving force behind the MIS was the extensive delay (often months) 

between the time of actual movement of material to overseas locations and receipt of 

cost data from the Single Manager Operating Agencies at which time the Navy is first 

26 aware of the actual amount of funds expended. 

The heart of the NAVSUP MIS is the capture and cost extension of preliminary 

movement data obtained from MAC lift cards, MSC manifest summaries, and copies of 

GBLs. NAVSUP SDT account balances are then reduced in accordance with the estimated 

costs. Upon payment of the final bill, the estimated costs are replaced by the actual 

costs. The bulk of the cost extension is being accomplished manually; however NAVMTO 

has been striving to computerize much of this function. When fully implemented in 

September 1977, the MIS should provide NAVSUP with considerably more timely 

Information on its SDT program. 

NAVSUP has expressed interest in also using tiie MIS to review the 

performance of Navy requisitioners and determine if they are making excessive or 

unreasonable demands on transportation resources. However, before much progress can be 

made in that direction, additional computer capability is required. (The present MIS and 

supportive functions have exhausted the capabilities of the present hardware.) 

NAVMTO receives extensive reports on the QUICKTRANS system which are 

also made available to NAVSUP on a routine basis. These reports are outside the MIS 

operation. 

26 This problem is not unique to the Navy SDT program, late billings from the Single 
Manager Operating Agencies are prevalent throughout the DoD. 
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3.       Traffic Management Practices 

27 Among the many functions assigned to NAVMTO are: 

- administering the Navy contract cargo airlift system (QUICKTRANS); 

- challenging the validity of shipper service determined airlift  requisitions; 
and 

- providing  technical direction,   guidance, and assistance  to  Navy shipping 
activities worldwide on transportation matters. 

Administering the QUICKTRANS system involves (1) developing total system 

requirements, (2) performing the air clearance function, (3) specifying th^ cargo  to be 

loaded on each aircraft, and 4) monitoring system performance.  (For a description of the 

QUICKTRANS system, see Appendix F.)   The air clearance function, however, appears to 

be a cursory review as Navy considers QUICKTRANS to be a free flow system.   The only 

28 shipments requiring clearance by NAVMTO are: 

- shipments   requiring  specific   flights   or   to  destinations  not   serviced  by 
QUICKTRANS; 

- shipments requiring special handling, such as secret/sensitive cargo, certain 
types of explosives, and cargo requiring an escort; 

- shipments exceeding 5,000 pounds; and 

- outsize cargo. 

Shipper service requirements for MAC airlift are challenged by NAVMTO if 

29 the shipments: 

- weigh over 500 pounds; 

- require expediting action; or 

- require special handling. 

27NAVSUPINST   5'f50.90A,  "Functional   Mission  Statement of   the   Navy   Material 
Transportation Office, Norfolk, Virginia," 29 June 1971. 

28NAVSUPINST    ^630.21,    "Use    of     Air    Transportation    by     Navy    Shippers," 
31 August 1973, including revision data 28 February 1975. 

29,. •. Ibid. 
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NAVMTO also challenges all requisitions that contain inconsistent or inaccurate data. 

NAVMTO challenged 2,182 shipments during March 1975, with 736 shipments being 

diverted to surface movement. Total savings for the month were estimated to be 

$1,536,1^7. 

During the study, the CONUS traffic management functions at two Navy 

Supply Centers (NSC), Norfolk and Oakland, and two Naval Air Stations (NAS), Norfolk 

and Alarneda, were reviewed. While there was some consistency in traffic management 

functions between the two NSCs and between the two NASs, it appeared to stem from 

similarity of mission rather than from a clearly defined approach to traffic management. 

A summary of traffic management practices at those four installations follows. 

a. Shipment Planning. None of the supply functions at these activities 

provide advance notice to the transportation function on the classification and destination 

of cargo being generated for shipment. All decisions pertaining to cargo held time (for 

consolidation purposes) are based on experience rather than actual knowledge of the 

traffic. 

b. Use of Parcel Post. The identification of cargo to be shipped by parcel 

post at the supply centers is made by a computer prior to receipt of the cargo by the TO. 

All parcel post eligible cargo moves by that mode. 

Parcel post is the responsibility of the TO at the 2lr stations, and thus he 

decides which cargo will be shipped by parcel post. He routinely strives to avoid duplicate 

shipments (i.e., by USPS and commercial carrier) to a given destination. 

c. Use of UPS. Navy installations do not use UPS because of a Navy policy 

restricting the use of commercial paper (UPS does not accept GBLs). A test and 

evaluation of the relative cost and service of UPS and USPS is underway at NSC, 

Charleston. Preliminary results indicate that UPS is an efficient and effective alternative 

to the USPS. The final results of this test, together with a top level re-evaluation of 

commercial paper usage, will determine future Navy policy towards UPS. 
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d. Use of FEC. Three of the installations use Federal Express, on a limited 

basis. It is principally used for expedited shipments to destinations not served by 

QU1CKTRANS or to destinations for which QUICK TRANS cannot provide the desired 

setvice. 

e. Use of Commercial Forms. Navy TOs are not permitted to use 

commercial forms. 

f. Carrier Performance. The NSCs have limited visibility of carrier 

performance. One Center does not receive a copy of the MILSTEP IB Report, while the 

other considered the Intransit Data Card (IOC) response rate from the receiving activities 

too low for the reports to have any credibility. 

NAS,  Norfolk also considers  their IDC response rate too low for the 

.. 

MILSTEP IB Reports to be useful in evaluating carrier  performance.    Consequently,  a 

■ 

i 

I 

separate system was initiated to obtain such information. It has proved to be useful as the 

return rate for a card similar to the IDC is approximately ninety-five percent. NAS, 

Alarneda, however, is receiving (and using) the MILSTEP IB Report on a regular basis 

since their IDC response rate is much higher than at the other Naval facilities visited (i.e., 

60-65 percent versus 15-20 percent). 

30 g.       Shipment Challenging.    Each  installation follows NAVSUP policy      in 

submitting all overseas shipments over 500 pounds and all QUICKTRANS and commercial 

air  shiptnents   over   5,000   and   500 pounds,   respectively,   to   NAVMTO  for  clearance. 

Shipments not subject to NAVMTO clearance can be moved by air at the discretion of the 

TO. 

h.       TO Performance.    The TO performance at these Navy installations is 

evaluated solely upon service.   At the NSCs, two criteria are employed:  (1) adherence to 

Ibid. 
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hold time standards established by NAVSUP and (2) customer complaints.   At the NASs, 

the principal measure of satisfactory performance is the number of customer complaints. 

All TOs felt there could be advantages tc the Navy if they were 

evaluated on cost savings as well as on-time performance, if only to make their superiors 

more cognizant of transportation costs. Thus, if funds were allocated directly to an 

activity, equal weight might be given to sen-ice and cost in the evaluation of TO 

performance. It was also implied that an allotment would not create an additional 

incentive for the TOs to use transportation funds more effectively—this is already being 

accomplished as much as possible. 

i. Organization. In the NSCs, the transportation officer reports directly to 

the Commanding Officer, while in the NASs, transportation is the responsibility of the 

Director of Supply. 

C.      THE MARINE CORPS SDT PROGRAM 

1.       Budget Development 

The October 197'f Marine Corps budget submission to OASD(C) tor FY 1975 

totaled almost $17 million, as shown in Table 7. The Transportation Section, Facilities 

and Services Division, Office of the Depuiy Chief of Staff 'or Installations and Logistics, 

is the focal point for SDT within the Marine Corps. 

The Transportation Section has overall responsibility for the Marine '"otps IDT 

budget. The SDT requirements are initially developed by major Marine Corps p:. gram 

(such as Pre-Positioned War Reserves, Initial Issue, and Training) based upon his,' -ical 

data. The requirements are then adjusted to correspond with changes in annual training 

programs, deployed forces, and equipment. The final requirements are summarized by 

transportation mode and costed out at the most recent approved rates. 

. 
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TABLE 7 

MARINE CORPS SDT PROGRAM BY MODE 

1                               Mocle-^ Do! 1 ars   (000) 

1 Comraorcial Trancportntion 

1 Air Trannportation  - MAC 

1 CONUS  Port Transshipment - MTMC 

1 Soa Trancportation  - MCC 

y 7,006                 [ 

1.902 

2,206 

5,566 

1                                                    TOTAL $10,800                j 

1—Commercial  Transportation include1;  nil  inland        f 
1   movements plus  stevedoring  otlior   than MTMC;   Air    | 
!    Transportation  - M7»C includes  all MAC shipmcnLs; 

CONUS  Port  Transshipment - MTMC  includes   all           1 
1   MTMC  stevedoring  costs;   and   Sea   Transportation  - j 
1   MSC includes  all ovorocenn cargo.                                    j 

: 

i 

2.       Financial Mcinaqemgnt Practires 

The Transportation Section controls all SDT dollars, with twenty-six 

organizations and installations receiving Cost Guidelines. The Cost Guidelines serve the 

same purpose as the OPTARs issued by the Navy except: 

1) they  are  issued quarterly, broken  out  by mode, and unused funds  are 
returned to Marine Corps Headquarters at the end of each quarter; and 

2) they   are   purposely   lean   so   as   to   provide   incentive   for   intensive 
management of SDT funds by the receiving activity. 

The Cost Guideline holders do not participate in preparation of the SDT budget 

because the transportation requirements of the organizations/installations holding Cost 

Guidelines have already been embedded in the budget through the major programs. 

Approximately 30 percent of the total Marine Corps SDT program is retained 

by the Transportation Section at the beginning of each fiscal year.   These funds are used 
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to pay the transportation costs of activities which do not receive Cost Guidelines, as well 

as for services provided by other shipper services. 

The Marine Corps SDT program is managed through: 

a. Timely availability of data. TOs submit to the data processing center at 

Albany, Georgia a daily listing of GBLs issued. The other shipper services submit billings 

either monthly or quarterly; however, in most cases, the Transportation Section is aware 

of the charges prior to receipt of the actual bills. 

b. Established control procedures. Controls in the form of Cost Guidelines, 

performance and status reports, and airlift and transconxinental challenge procedures 

allow the Transportation Section to rnantain a constant awareness of the status of the 

program. 

c. Extensive monitoring and analysis. The performance of the Cost 

Guideline holders is monitored each month: planned and actual costs are compared; airlift 

and transcontinental challenge statistics are reviewed; and special surveys are initiated 

when problems arise or when they are discerned to be developing. 

d. Distribution panel. A distribution panel, which consists of headquarters 

personnel such as it» m managers, industrial fund managers, etc., meets quarterly to 

provide (Da forum for the regular consideration of the impact Marine Corps policy 

decisions have on transportation and (2) an opportunity for discussing distribution 

problems. 

3.       Traffic Management Practices 

Control of SDT within the Marine Corps is exercised primarily by the local 

transportation off-:er. Marine Corps policy requires that TP 2 cargo move by surface. 

All TP 1 cargo routed via MAC and weighing over 75 pounds, and transcontinental 

shipments weighing over 5,000 pounds, whether moved by air or surface are challenged. 

The local transportation officer makes all challenges; his performance is closclv 

monitored by the Transportation Section. 
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The impact of the challenges has been significant, as evidenced by the 

following statistics: 

- During   March   1975,   Z'f   percent  of  the  air  shipments  challenged  (which 
accounted for 89 percent of the tonnage) were diverted to surface. 

- During  the   first  fc ur  months of calendar  year   1975,   30  transcontinental 
shipments were challenged, with five being cancelled. 

The Marine Corps does not have a requirement for a computer based traffic 

management function. Nevertheless, Marine Corps Headquarters has established a set of 

traffic management guidelines to help the TO achieve maximum use of SDT funds. The 

TO is also encouraged to be aware of local conditions and to take full advantage of 

opportunities for savings. 

The TO at the Marine Corps Supply Center, ßarstow, receives a copy of each 

Material Release Order prior to the item being pulled from the shelf. Therefore, he has 

some visibility of shipments prior to receipt. He is not responsible for the use of parcel 

post, however, so the possibility of duplicate shipments to the same destination by 

different modes exists. 

The Marine Corps recently has given its field activities the authority to use 

32 
commercial paper in lieu of GBLs.       This action increases the flexibility of the TO as he 

can  now use UPS (or   other  commercial  carriers   thai   do  not  accept   the  GBL)  when 

advantageous. 

D.      THE AIR FORCE SOT PROGRAM 

1.       Budget Development 

The October 197^ Air Force budget submission to OASD(C) for FY 1975 

totaled almost $380 million as shown in Table S.    Almost 71 percent of  this total was 

31 All  services  require  the  challenging of airlift  eligible shipments; however, the 
Marine Corps exercises tighter control over compliance with the instructions. 

32Marine Corps Order ^610.30, "Use of United Parcel Service," 28 July 1975. 
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allotted to the Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC) and 15 percent to the Directorate of 

Administration (DALB) within the Office of the Chief of Staff, with the remainder 

distrit uted among 22 other commands (see Table 9). 

AFLC pays for the cost of moving cargo between Air Logistic Centers (ALCs) 

and Air Force activities worldwide as well as for shipments between ALCs. The DALB 

pays for the movement of cargo in support of personnel, such as APO Mail and base 

exchange. The commands receiving the balance of the SDT allotment; cover the 

transportation costs they incur which do not come directly under the responsibility of 

either AFLC or DALB. 

The Plans and Programs Division, Directorate of Transportation, Office of the 

Deputy Chief of Staff, Systems and Logistics, is the focal point for the Air Force SDT 

program. The Plans and Programs Division has primary responsibility for SDT, but 

considers management of the program to be a joint effort including the Budget Office of 

the Air Force Comptroller and DALB. The Divison does not receive any SDT funds; they 

are passed from the Comptroller directly to the commands responsible for SDT on an 

Obligating Budget Authority (OBA) document. Each of the commands receiving SDT funds 

plans, programs, and budgets for its own requirements. The Plans and Programs Division 

compiles all the command budgets for the total Air Force program. 

Because AFLC is the largest user of the Air Force SDT program, LM1 

concentrated on AFLC during its review of the budget development process, with some 

attention also given to the SDT programs of DALB and of ♦ ,t Tactical Air Command 

(TAC). 

The AFLC segregates SDT into six major categories, which are identified by- 

Air Force Element of Expense/Investment Account Codes (EEIC). These modes and their 

corresponding EEIC numbers are given below: 

: 
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TABLE 8 

AIR FORCE SDT PROGRAM BY MODE 

1                                   Moclr27 
DoUflrs   (000)       | 

Lond Trnnrport.Ttion 

1 Air  Transportstion  -  MAC 

Air Transportation - Commercial 

CONUS Port Transshipment - MTMC 

Son  Transportation -  MSC 

Other 

$   49,034 

ir.7(0C3 

82.133. 

13,005 

08,162 

9,227 

TOTAL $379,522 

1 '   The  costs er,«bedded  in  each mode  arc provided 
in Appendix F.                                                                           | 

TABLE 9 

AIR FORCE SDT PROGRAM BY COMMAND 

Comma nd Amount(000's 1 
APLC $268,009 
DALB 54,795 
Pacific Air  Command 19,956 
Air Defense  Command 9,529 
Strategic Air Command 6,035 
Air Force   -   Europe 5,689 
Military A.irliit   Command 3,147 
Tactical Air Command 3,052 
Communication   Service 1,750 
Air Training Command 1,539 
Alaska Air Command 1,529 
Systems Command 1,275 
Headquarters Command 1,266 
Others   (11) 2,300 

Total $379,871 

0 
;■ 

The discrepancy in program totals between Tables 8 and 9 
results from using data developed in different phases of the 
budget cycle. 
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EEIC MODE 

^ MAC 
461 M5J 
462 Commercial  Air 
463 Commercial Surface 
464 LOG AIR 
465 Port Handling 

With the exception of LOGAIR, the development of requirements is primarily based upon 

Air Force flying hour programs by overseas area. Ratios of tonnage transported per flying 

hour are computed for preceding years. These ratios are then applied to the flying hour 

programs of the budget year to yield an estimate of the tonnage required to support the 

planned flying hours. The latest approved rates or most recent unit costs are then used to 

estimate the SDT funds required to mov° the cargo. 

Some notable exceptions to projecting tonnage requirements based upon flying 

hours (in addition to LOGAIR as previously noted) include MAC Special Assigned Airlift 

Missions, and MSC ammunition and reefer requirements. 

In developing the requirements for LOGAIR, each Air Logistics Center and 

CONUS Command submits its forecasted requirements to AFLC. These requirements arc 

initially consolidated into current on-line LOGAIR stations and a proposed route structure 

is developed to satisfy the requirements. The proposed route structure is then reviewed 

throughout the Air Force. Upon approval of the route structure and its projected costs, 

the package is forwarded to MAC, which is responsible for placement of the LOGAIR 

contract. 

The principal SDT responsibilities of the Directorate of Administration include 

the movement of APO mail, base exchange, and motion picture material. Estimates of 

DALB SDT personal support requirements are based upon historical data and then factored 

by planned force level changes. The ombincd Army and Air Force base exchange 

forecasts are developed by Army and then prorated between the two. 

The Tactical Air Command receives its SDT funds under Major Force Program 

(MFP) 2.  These funds cover the movement of all excess items and reparables among TAG 
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installations and between TAC installations and the ALCs (unless the movement is 

directed by AFLC). No STD funds are retained at TAC Headquarters, they are distributed 

directly to fifteen TAC bases. 

Development of the SDT budget within TAC is initiated at the base level. 

Each TAC base develops its SDT requirements (based on historical data coupled with 

known changes) which are then consolidated by TAC Headquarters to form the Command's 

Pr^rratn. 

Even  though SDT is not separately  identified in  MFP 2,  it  is individually 

reviewed by an  Air  Force program  review  committee.     SDT  fiscal guidance is  then 

provided TAC,  which is expected to adhere to such guidance.    TAC in turn, provides 

similar guidance to each of its fifteen subordinate bases. 

2.       Financial Management Practices 

The Plans and Programs Division concentrates its review of the SDT program 

to that portion of AFLC's program which is either obligated by overseas commands or 

obligated oversea» by CONUS located commands. These funds primarily support the inter- 

and   intra-theatre movement of centrally managed items.   The principal reason for this 

limited  review   is  that  AFLC  has  marginal  control  over  the  commands  making  sucli 
i • 

obligations and thus their performance is not closely monitored.   The Air Force has found 

that funds held by one command which affect the mission of another command are more 

easily  monitored at the Air Staff level; this circumvents potential conflicts between 

commands.    In FY 1975, $75 million of AFLC's $268 million program were monitored in 

this manner. 

The means for monitoring and controlling the overseas portion of AFLC funds 

is the Expense Target System, which was implemented in Duly 197^.    Each of the ten 
r 

commands monitored by the system is given an expense target on its OßA.   Even though 

the target is not a legal limitation it is not to be exceeded without the approval of the 
1 
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Plans and Programs Division. Expenditures appearing on the monthly Expense Target 

System reports are estimates based on the number of requisitions issued and a cost factor 

per requisition by mode. These expense estimates are then matched to AFLC summary 

reports of expenditures and tonnage by command. 

The OBAs received by AFLC and DALB specifically earmark the funds to be 

used for SDT--the funds cannot be applied elsewhere without the approval of the Air 

Force Comptroller. AFLC and DALB can reprogram additional funds into SDT without 

Comptroller approval, but cannot reprogram out of SDT. The other Air Force commands 

do not have such floors; in fact, their SDT funds are not specifically identified on the 

OBAs (except for the expense targets already discussed). 

All AFLC SDT funds are centrally held; they are not distributed to the ALCs 

or other users of these funds. AFLC monitors the use of its funds by mode and 

geographical area. For each mode of transportation except LOGAIR, actual obligations 

and workload are compared monthly with the plan. AFLC normally does not monitor the 

performance of any of the users of its funds. 

Each month a Miscellaneous Obligations Document (MOD) is used by AFLC to 

establisfi obligations by EE1C number for the month. The basis for the level of the 

obligations by EEIC is the anticipated average monthly expenditures augmented by the 

actual bills that have been processed. This monitoring is not only carried out by EEIC 

number, but also within each EEIC by element. 

The movement data received from MAC and MSC are used as input into two 

monthly reporting systems: the MAC Tons and Cost System and the Sealift Tons and Cost 

System. Reports from those systems depict the year-to-date movements and costs for the 

current and preceding year, by month. 

Even though LOGAIR funds a^e obligated on an annual basis, extensive 

monitoring of the system's performance is routine. 
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The DALB receives a series of monthly reports which include the follow, ig 

information by cost center (i.e., commercial airlift, ordinary mail, space available mail, 

etc.): 

estimated obligations based on tonnage reports and current tariff rates; 

actual costs (most of which are received more than sixty days after the 
close of the reporting period); and 

-    unobligated balances. 

DALB operates with the understanding that this material "must" be moved and, 

therefore, the monthly performance reports are primarily used to identify potential 

shortfalls (or excess funds). 

There is no routine monitoring of TAC's performance during budget execution 

by the Plans and Programs Division. However, TAG Headquarters receives a monthly 

report on the performance of each of its bases relative to obligations, status of funds, and 

GBLs issued. 

3.       Traffic Management Pr^.tices 

Air Force policy requires that all TP 1 and TP 2 cargo are air eligible.   The 

33 criteria for determining if challenge action is required includes: 

0 
shipments in excess of 500 pounds; 

shipments exceeding six feet in any one dimension; 

shipments containing an apparently excessive number of one item; and 

shipments with a requisition date or required delivery date (RDD) which is 
ninety days past and weighing over 500 pounds per line item (both 
conditions must be present). 

However, not all cargo are subject to each of the above. For example, aircraft engines 

are only subject to the last criterion while NORS shipments are subject to the last two. A 

recent test by the Distribution Control Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, which 

33 Air Force Manual 75-1,"Transportation and Traffic Management," 15 June 1973. 
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performs  the air clearance function for  MAC  shipments, revealed that approximately 

33 percent of the requisitions challenged during a one-day period were diverted from air 

to surface. 

34 
The Distribution Control Center allocates pallets among LOG AIR terminals. 

The  Center   does  not   perform   the  air      -arance   function   for   LOG AIR;   this   is   the 

responsibility of the local transportation officer.   The general rule followed by Air Force 

TOs is that LOGA1R is a free service and should be used to the maximum extent possible. 

if an alternative mode is used, the parent command of the base may be required to pny for 

the movement. 

TAC Headquartcvs has established three traffic management policies which 

TOs at TAC bases are expected to follow: 

-    AU NORS items must be shipped within twenty-four hours. 

All Not Reparable This Station (NIRTS) items must be shipped within forty 
hours. 

The use of LOGAIR should be maximized. It is considered free 
transportation since TAC SDT funds are not used to pay for LOGAIR 
services. 

The performance of each TO relative to the above criteria is monitored monthly. 

The traffic management function at two Air Logistics Centers (Warner Robins 

and Sacramento) and Langley AFB (a TAC installation) were reviewed.    The comments 

which follow pertain to the CONUS transportation procedures at the two ALCs—the TAC 

35 base does not have a comprehensive traffic management function. 

a.       Shipment   Planning.      Each   of   the   ALCs,   under   the   guidance   and 
 i 

coordination of  AFLC,  has a comprehensive  shipment  planning  system—the  Shipment 

Document   Release   and  Control   System   (SDRCS-D009).     Among  its  more   attractive 

 34  See Appendix G for a detailed description of the LOGAIR system. 

While Langley AFB has a limited traffic management function, we found it to be 
consistent with the transportation mission of the base. 
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features are: 1) facilitating quick response to NORS, 999, and TP-1 requisitions and 

2) holding to a minimum the number of duplicate shipments (by different modes) to the 

same destination. 

To supplement the n009 system, AFLC has designed the Transportation 

Automated Routing System (TARS) to provide mode selection guidance to routers at each 

ALC. A computer printed report presents, for each destination to which that particular 

ALC has made shipments, such information as MILSTEP performance data by carrier, 

tariff rates by mode, USPS zono, LOGAIR flights serving that destination, etc.   It also 

specifies   the   cheapest   mode   of   transportation   which   is   to   be   used   under   normal 

37 
circumstances. 

b. Use of Parcel Post. Parcel post is considered another mode of 

transportation at the ALCs and its use is governed by economics and service. For 

example, Warner Robins ALC has found that UPS is generally cheaper and provides better 

service than USPS. Consequently, the Postal Service is not used for shipments under fifty 

pounds to destinations served by UPS.   Postal meters are used at all ALCs.   They provide 

; 

an awareness of the extent of USPS services being purchased and aid OALB in paying the 

38 
indicia bills.        (The Air Force use of the USPS contrasts sharply with Army and Navy 

practices.) 

!: 

36 
See Appendix H for a more detailed description of the 0009 system along with 

several other shipment planning systems being used within the Federal Government. 

37 
1 ARS is also described more fully in Appendix H. 

38 
The use of postal meters was found to reduce local mail costs at Air Force bases. 

When the base managers became aware of the casual and extensive use of the USPS and 
the costs involved, they found more cost effective alternatives that provided the same 
level of service. 

39 
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c. Use of UPS. As noted above, UPS is used extensively at the ALCs. GBLs 

are not created for UPS shipments, they are moved on commercial paper. The indicia 

fund is used to pay for UPS shipments (except for hazardous material moving by UPS) as 

UPS is considered an alternative to parcel post. 

d. Use of FEC. The ALCs use FEC for high priority shipments that cannot 

be routinely satisfied by the LOGAIR system or other commercial air. Again, commercial 

forms are used for payment, with the indicia funds supporting such movements except for 

high-priority and hazardous material. 

e. Use of COP rnercial Forms. As noted above, commercial forms are used 

in payment of all UPS and Federal Express charges. 

f. Carrier Performance. The ALCs have extensive service visibility 

through the TARS guide. The Air Force monitors all Air Force receiving activities with 

respect to return of intransit data cards. 

g. Shipment Challenging. There is a limited effort applied to the 

challenging of CONUS air eligible shipments by the ALCs—these shipments, when not 

diverted by the supply system parameters, are almost always considered valic1, especially 

for LOGAIR. Overseas shipments are chal'enged in accordance with the criteria described 

previously. 

h.       TO   Performance.     TO  performance   at   the  Air   Logistics  Centers   is 

continuously monitored by AFLC.  The MILSTEP IB Reports are regularly used to rank the 

ALCs.     Effective   use   of   SDT  funds,  however,  are   not   taken  into  consideration   in 

determining the ALC rankings. 

1.        Organization.   The ALCs have recognized the close relationship between 
.1 

transportation and distribution,  viz., that  transportation  is a  function  of  distribution. 

Consequently, both the Supply and Transportation Divisions are within the Directorate of 

Distribution.  The recognition of the role of transportation in the distribution function has 

resulted   in   an   extensive   computer   capability   and   considerable   materials   handling 

^0 
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equipment to assure that shipment planning, routing, packaging, sorting, and labeling are 

accomplished with a minimum amount of delay, error, and damage. 
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IV.   EVALUATION OF SERVICE SDT PROGRAMS 

A.      BUDGET DEVELOPMENT 

There arc essentially two different approaches to development of the SDT budget by 

the Military Services. The Navy and the Marine Corps develop their SDT budgets entirely 

at the Program Manager levels, while the Army and Air Force receive substantial input 

from subordinate commands. 

While there are advantages and disadvantages to each of the abo/e approaches, 

there does not appear to be an "optimum" approach to developing the SDT program of a 

Service. The Services view the budget cycle as being a requirement to provide 

appropriate data for program justification. From the Office of the Secretary of Defense 

(OSD) viewpoint however, the budget cycle offers the opportunity to insure that national 

priorities are being given proper attention by the Services. In the case of SDT, the OSD 

viewpoint is critical—SDT is not a program which is totally internal to a given Service— 

the Services rely heavily upon the Single Manager Operating Agencies for satisfying much 

of their transportation requirements. Even outside the Single Manager Agencies, the SDT 

programs offer many opportunities for trade-offs among various modes of transportation 

and commercial carriers. 

Since the ASD(I<5(L) is the principal staff assistant to the Secretary of Defense in 

matters of transportation and the Service SDT budget submissions are his principal source 

of program visibility, the budget cycle is critical to an effective execution of ASD(ltVL) 

transportation responsibilities. An examination of the Set vice SDT budget submissions 

from the ASD(I<JcL) viewpoint revealed several weaknesses in the budget formats. 

Guidance for submission of  SDT program requirements during the budget  formulation 

cycle is contained in DoD Budget Guid-ince Manual, DoD 7110-1-M.   The manual specifies 

39 that the SDT programs of each Service be submitted on Exhibit OP-16.      Only the Marino 

I r     • 39 
The Exhibit is included in Appendix I. 
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Corps adheres to the full format oi the OP-16, with the other Services submitting only 

selected sections. The principal reason for the Services deviating from the OP-16 formal 

is that individual budget analysts, within the Program/Budget Office of the ASD(C), are 

assigned to each Service. Consequently, each Service prepares its SDT budget submittals 

to satisfy the general requirements of its OASD(C) analyst. 

Even though several variations of the budget formats are being used by the Services, 

this does not, as such, constitute a weakness in the SrjT budgeting process. The 

weaknesses stem directly from the formats themselves: 

- budget data are not arrayed in a manner that adequately explains changes in 
program requirements from the current to the budget year; 

- they do not facilitate a comparison of Service SDT programs; 

- they are not oriented to a review of the total requirements for SDT at the 
OSD level (i.e., it is difficult to assess the total impact of Service 
actions/policy decisions on the defense transportation system); and 

- major users of SDT within the Services are not identified. 

B.      FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

1.       Army 

The Army has in place the basic systems and procedures necessary for 

effective control and use of SDT funds. However, there are some minor weaknesses and 

inconsistencies in control which are discussed below. 

a. TACOM. Two areas of concern were identified at TACOM: 

(1) treatment of Foreign Military Sales (FMS) transportation, and (2) handling of GBLs. 

TACOM representatives said that they have difficulty in determining 

whether a given GBL should be charged to FMS or SDT, unless it is specifically so 

identified.   Because of this situation, TACOM pays for some FMS transportation out of its 

A third area of concern is discussed in Appendix 3.   It was not included in the body 
;: 

of the report because it is outside the scope of the specific areas being considered. 

: 
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SDT budget.   The FMS costs then become part of TACOM's historical data base and are 

included in its budget requirements. 

A check with AMC headquarters resulted in the statement that "while 

TACOM assists in developing estimates for FMS transportation costs, they do not incur 

the costs. These costs are reimbursible expenditures and are incurred by the depots, not 

TACOM." 

This type of confusion can have an adverse effect on both programs (SDT 

and FMS).  It is our understanding that AMC is trying to clarify the situation. 

In the movement of major end items, which are directed by the Inventory 

Manager (IM), the TO at the field activity preparing the GBL forwards a copy to the 

Comptroller at TACOM. The Comptroller then advances that amount shown on the GBL 

to the Army Management Fund. The Comptroller, however, does not know a GBL citing 

his SDT funds has been issued until he receives a copy. (In a small number of cases, a copy 

is never received.) This situation has potential for lack of control and historically has 

been troublesome to TACOM. 

We v/ere informed that TACOM is the only Commodity Command thdt 

does not know a GBL has been authorized before actual receipt of a copy. The other 

commands use a system whereby estimates of transportation costs are set aside when the 

IM orders the move. This minimizes the potential for a violation or a sudden deficiency of 

funds. 

b. FORSCOM. Since SDT is a small portion of FORSCOM's total Operation 

and Maintenance Program, the review and analysis performed during budget formulation is 

not as extensive as observed elsewhere within Army. While limited resources together 

with existing priorities may dictate this situation, it tends to weaken the control of 

FORSCOM's SDT program. 

2.       Navy 

While the respcrsibility for virtually all Navy SDT funds is new to NAVSUP, 

that command is making an extensive effort to assume control of the program.  The other 
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Services are distributing SDT funds and/or attendant responsibility for committing the 

dollars. NAVSUP is distributing neither the funds nor delegating responsibility for the 

effective use of the funds to other Navy commands and/or specific installations. These 

NAVSUP practices and procedures appear to affect Navy's ability to effectively manage 

the CONUS portion of its SDT program. Some of the specific reasons for making this 

judgment include: 

a. Because of its highly centralized approach to fund control, coupled with 

a limited data processing capability, the Navy has a marginal capability to detect, in a 

timely manner, a potential short-fall in SDT funds. 

b. Even if a potential short-fall has been identified. Navy does not have in 

place the management structure (and the necessary systems support) by which curtail- 

ments or restrictions on selective shipments (in order to stay within available funds) can 

be effectively executed. Since major shipping commands and subordinate field activities 

are not provided any fiscal guidance by the Program Manager, Navy's ability to 

accomplish these curtailments/restrictions in an effective manner is quebtionable. 

c. An absence of accountability and incentives was observed throughout the 

Navy SDT program. NAVSUP has apparently decided not to issue OPTARs in FY 1976. (In 

FY 1975, the OPVARS were not issued until January.) Even if OPTARS wore issued, 

current policy requires little accountability on the part of the receiving commands. These 

commands do not rcutinely receive OPTAR status reports, nor have they any incentive to 

In most situations, the issuing of OPTARs would be synonymous with providing 
fiscal guidance; however, in the SDT program, the OPTARs require no accountability on 
the part of the receiving command (this point is amplified in reason c. above). 

When these findings were briefed to Navy personnel in November 1975, we were 
informed that NAVSUP has plans to expand their MIS to correct this deficiency. However, 
the focus of the expanded MIS will be on the requisitioner rather than shipping activity. It 
would appear that Navy may find this approach extremely unwieldy and will not achieve 
the anticipated benefit because of the numerous requisitioners scattered throughout the 
worla. 
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establish internal reporting systems whereby they could monitor their own SDT program. 

Furthermore, by removing responsibility for budget preparation and funds management 

from these commands, and their subordinate field activities, there is little inducement for 

the comands to assure that their field activities are optimizing their funds in terms of 

service and transportation costs. In addition, in the mind of the TO, since financial 

management is not part of the measure of his performance, the use of sound traffic 

management practices, und^r certain circumstances, may place him in jeopardy with his 

superiors. 

Closely associated with the absence of accountability and incentives in 

the Navy SDT program is the failure of NAVSUP to provide appropriate direction to Navy 

1 activities to promote the effective use of SDT funds.   Illustrative of the lack of guidance 

is  the following example.     On any  week  clay  it is possible for at least three surface 

shipments, all moving at Less Than Truckload (LTL) rates, to be made from Norfolk to 

ü 3 
Cherry Point:   one shipment as part of the QU1CKTRANS system,      one froin the Supp!> 

Center, and another from the Air Station.   In addition, a partial truckload could also be 

■ 

moving between these two installations through the Postal Service.    Little attempt is 

made to capitalize upon the service which ha:< already been paid for (i.e., QU1CKTRANS), 

nor does there appear to be an  interest in evaluating  the possibility of consolidating 

shipments.   (Reasons given by the field activities for a lack of interest in the potential 

consolidation of this traffic include too much handling of cargo, accounting problems, and 

inadequate visibility of cargo generation). 

The activities involved in this situation'have little incentive to effect 

cargo  consolidation.     Furthermore,  they  do  not have the overall  system  visibility to 

achieve minimal service duplication. 

This 158 mile trip is made, by dedicated truck, five days per week, fifty-two weeks 
each year as part of the QU1CKTRANS system. The total annual one-way cost for this 
truck is almost $50,000. During June 1975, this truck had an average utilization factor of 
approximately 30 percent. 
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3.       Marine Corps 

The Marine Corps has a limired SDT program but sufficient attention is being 

provided at the headquarters level to assure effective use of the funds. The guidance 

provided by Marine Corps Headquarters along with the controls established in the form of 

Cost Guidelines and reporting requirements provide the necessary incentives for the TOs 

to monitor their programs and make all practical efforts to obtain the most from their 

transportation dollars. 

'f.       Air Force 

The Air Force has established the financial management capability necessary 

to assure effective and efficient use of SDT funds, especially when considered in 

conjunction with the traffic mnagement function (which will be addressed later in this 

report). The Plans and Programs Division as principal member of the SDT program 

management team, concentrates primarily on reports generated by the Expense Target 

System. The Expense Target system is limited to AFL-". funds spent overseas by CONUS 

and overseas commanas. It was established as a result of Congressional criti .i:.m of t'lc 

open allotment system used by AFLC to provide fund citations 'io the operating 

commands. 

C.      TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

Even though approximately two-thirds of all SDT dollars (which totaled almost 

$1.1 billion in FY 1975) are in support of overocean movements, much of the associated 

decision making for this overocean traffic comes under the responsibility of the Single 

Manager Operating Agencies. The review of traffic management practices in the Services 

was restricted to decistoh making at CONUS shipping activities. In FY 1975, these 

activities committed approximately $200 million in SDT funds. 

The traffic management practices employed by the Services when committing these 

$200 million vary widely as evidenced in the descriptions in the preceding section. Since 

many problems/deficiencies are applicable to more than one Service, the observations 

which follow are summarized by traffic management function rather than Military 

Service. 



1. Shipment Planning 

Shipment planning appears to be the single most important factor in traffic 

management. Only the Air Force ALCs have comprehensive shipment planning systems to 

assist in the complex decisions involving consolidation, packing, routing, and the like. The 

TOs at other activities do not receive necessary information in a timely manner to 

expedite their traffic at minimal cost. 

2. Routing Systems 

Only the Air Force has developed an automated routing and carrier selection 

system. The TARS Guide assists routers in mode and carrier selection based on past 

performance (as per input from MILSTEP), advantageous tariff structures, schedules, etc. 

Furthermore, it provides an opportunity for additional control of the mode and carrier 

selection process.   The TARS Guide also assists in spurring competition among carriers as 

45 they know that each route is continuously under scrutiny by local managers. 

3. Use of Parcel Post 

Among the activities reviewed, only the Air Force ALCs and the Navy NASs 

seem to have recognized the advantages to be gained from consolidating the responsibility 

for parcel post and regular traffic. The segregation of these responsibilities invariably 

results in a routine duplication of shipments to the «atne destination on the same day by 

different modes. (The only exception observed was at an Army depot which used manual 

intervention into the computerized parcel post decision process.) 

LU 
We   have  previously  treated  routing  as an  integral  part of   shipment planning; 

however, because of the significance of this function, it is treated separately here. 

45 An inquiry at MTMC revealed that they have formulated a concept position along 
the TARS line and are working toward a system of this nature.    See Appendix H for 
additional information. 

DSA also uses manual intervention to prevent parcel post shipments to Army Direct 
Supply Support depots. 
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4.       Use of Commercial Forms   

The Military Traffic Management Regulation (MTMR) specifics the conditions 

under which commercial paper, i.e., earner documentation, may be used in lieu of a GBL. 

The principal conditions are that the total estimated transportation charges do not exceed 

$100, use of the commercial form is more efficient and economical, and both the origin 

and destination of the shipment are within CONUS. 

The Air Force is the only extensive user of commercial paper. The Army and 

Marine Corps use commercial forms on a limited basis—the Navy is in the process of 

formulating a position on their use. 

The reasons given for the limited or non-use of commercial paper have not 

been clearly stated. However, two continue to surface indirectly: (1) the procedures for 

handling commercial paper may not be clear and (closely aligned with the preceding) 

(2) there is indecision (on the part of Navy) as to which fund is to be charged (SDT or 

indicia). 

The use of commercial paper permits the shipper services to use carriers which 

do not accept the GBL. Some of these carriers have been found to bu attractive 

alternatives to carriers already being used (e.g., the U S. Postal Service). But, because of 

administrative and pro'cedural problems, some TOs cannot take advantage of such carriers. 

Furthermore, with the new dollar limitation on commercial paper, a whole new spectrum 

of commercial carriers is now potentially available to the shipper services. (The Services 

have not yet received official clearance to exceed $25 as there is considerable ambiguity 

surrounding this new limitation: MTMC issued appropriate guidance to DoD activities and 

then, because it believed it may have exceeded its authority, withdrew the guidance.) 

According to the GAO, the new dollar limitation also provides an additional opportunity 

for cost savings because they have found that the cost of preparing and processing a GBL 

is considerably more than for commercial paper. (Some activities were observed 

preparing both a GBL and a commercial form when using Federal Express.) 

• 

This limitation has recently been raised from $25.00. 
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5. Carrier Performance 

The Navy has not capitalized upon the carrier performance information made 

available in the MILSTEP IB Reports. Of the four Navy installations visited, two had 

little or no visibility of the service they are providing customers; one had to initiate its 

own system in order to obtain such information, while one other was able to use the 

MILSTEP IB Report as received to evaluate carrier performance. Since Navy installations 

have no SDT dollar responsibility, limited service visibility becomes even more critical 

(especially as TO performance is measured almost solely on the number of consignee 

complaints). 

6. Evaluating TO Performance 

Throughout the Military Services, service to the requisitioner appears to be the 

principal criterion for evaluating TO performance—measured by either the MILSTEP 

Reports or by customer complaints. Service is an incomplete measure because it fails to 

take into consideration another critical factor—economy of a traffic management 

decision. 

To emphasize one factor to the exclusion of the other is inconsistent with the 

objectives of sound traffic management. If the TOs are to consider both service and 

economy in carrying out their responsibilities, then they should be evaluated on how 

eff .'Ctively they perform relative to both factors. 

7. Organisation and Resorrcos 

The Air Force appears to have given a higher priority to the role of 

transportation than have t;le Anny and Navy. It has recognized that transportation is an 

integral part of the distribution function. As a result, there appears to be a better 

understanding of the needs of the transportation function in meeting mission objectives. 

In addition, the Air Force has committed extensive resources, both in software and 

hardware systems support and in materials handling equipment, to the transportation 

function.  We did not observe this degree of priority or commitment in the other Services. 

; 
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D. DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY 

During the SDT review, discussions were held with various representatives of DSA, 

including TOs at four DSA Defense Depots (three depots were visited—Ogden, Richmond, 

and Tracy). 

Three points stand out as a result of these discussions: 

1) The direct assignment of transportation funds to an installation is not 

necessary to provide incentives for sound traffic management. Defense Depot TOs do not 

have dollar responsibility, yet they perform their function effectively. If we were to rank 

the installations visited on their traffic management function, the Defense Depots would 

rank behind the ALCs but ah^ad of the Army and Navy installations. 

2) TO perfon, .ce is monitored by review of the MlLSTEP 10 Reports (for 

service), cost savings resulting from successful airlift challenges (for economy), and the 

number of lines per GDL (for consolidation). The last criterion reflects the reasoning that 

the more lines per GBL, the greater th'j shipment weight, and consequently the lower the 

unit shipping cost. 

3) The Mechanization of Freight Packing and Shipping Terminal (MOFAST) 

materials handling system at the Ogden Defense Depot is the most extensive and 

automated observed during the study. Introduction of this system at the depot resulted 

in the General Accounting Office verifying a work force reduction of 105 people. 

Prevailing throughout each of the above points is extensive interest by DSA 

management in the transportation programs. 

E. LOGAIR 

LOGAIR is an Air Force contract commercial carrier serving CONUS installations. 

The mission of the system is to (1) reduce inventory levels (especially for high value items) 

through a shortened airlift pipeline, (2) provide rapid transportation of high priority cargo 

to maintain readiness capabilities, and (3) assure sufficient quantities of reparable items 

' 

See Appendix H for a description of MOFAST. 
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at maintenance and repair facilities. The system is completely airlift dedicated and 

serves 59 Air Force and Navy installations. 

LOGAIR contracts are awarded annually and once the space is procured, use of the 

system for eligible cargo is encouraged. Each base treats its allocated space as free and 

attempts to airlift as much traffic as is perr titted within existing priority and space 

guidelines. It is also presumed throughout the Service that the supply system and 

regulations concerning qualified cargo for airlift have already screened out ineligible 

cargo. As a result, the historical base for airlift requirements tends to be as large as tht 

previous year and LOGAIR requirements have not diminished at the same rate as other 

DoD transportation requirements. 

As shown in Appendix G, an evaluation of the system yielded the finding that if 

LOGAIR were an integrated airlift/surface transportation system, savings of at least 

$6.7 million (or 13.8 percent of the base system cost) would result. Additional savings 

may also be available by replacing the L-100 aircraft with the smaller, less expensive DC- 

9s or L-188s, as well as through selective system reductions. 

While   these   alternatives  to  the  base   LOGAIR   system  were  not  evaluated  as 

comprehensively as desired, nevertheless, they do provide an indication of the potential 
- 

associated with such system modifications. 

F.      QU1CKTRANS 

QUICKTRANS is an integrated Navy contract transportation system serving 

32 CONUS installations including both Navy activities and MAC aerial ports. The system 

is comprised of dedicated trucks and aircraft whose mission is similar to that of LOGAIR 

(i.e., provide rapid transportation of high priority cargo, etc.). 

Both airlift and truck contracts are awarded annually (the airlift by MAC and the 

dedicated truck by MTMC). Since users are not responsible for transportation funds, the 

amount charged for the service has no impact in a TO's deciding whether or not to use 

QUICKTRANS.    QUICKTRANS has essentially no airlift challenge procedure since the 

.: 

. 
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Space is available and diversion to non-QUICKTRANS equipment would increase the net 

cost of transportation. 

An evaluation of the QU1CKTRANS system, its objectives, and the meuns of 

obtaining its objectives resulted in the observation that the system is operated and 

managed in a satisfactory manner, but that guidance from the Program Manager is lacking 

in encouraging greater use of dedicated trucks (see Appendix G). During June 1975, the 

utilization of QU1CKTRANS trucks averaged approximately 25 percent. This is too low 

especially when one considers the amount of traffic moving in parallel, particularly TP 3 

cargo. There is cunsiderable potential for using TP 3 shipments as filler cargo on those 

dedicated trucks. All such filler cargo would then automatically be transported free, as 

the higher priority regular QU1CKTRANS cargo has already economically justified the 

entire truck. However, documenting the savings available to the Navy by increasing the 

utilization of QUICKTRANS trucks was not accomplished due to time limitations and 

incomplete data. 
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V.   COROLLARY ISSUES REQUIRING ATTENTION 

Several SDT-related issues, not directly within the scope of our assignment, were 

encountered during the study.   These issues have a potentially high impact on SDT within 

the DoD, and any study of SDT without reference to them would constitute an oversight. 
hi 

A.      UNIFORM MATERIEL MOVEMENT AND ISSUE PRIORITY SYSTEM (UVIMIPS) 

The SDT function within the DoD, in effect, responds to the requirements of the 

requisitioner. The issue priority assigned each requisition determines the priority it 

receives in being filled and the priority it receives in being shipped. 

Requisitions assigned issue priorities 1 through 3 have transportation priority (TP) 1, 

those assigned issue priorities 'l - 8 are transportation priority 2; and those assigned issue 

priorities 9-15 are transportation priority 3. Shipments with cither TP 1 or 2 are eligible 

for movement by air, but at the discretion of the requistlonlng Service. 

It became apparcn: early in the task that the transportation portion of the ÜMMIPS 

system is being widely abused. The prevailing belief as to the underlying cause of the 

abuse is that the supply system is often not responsive to the requisitioner and therefore, 

an exaggerated issue priority is assigned to assure expedited consideration. To illustrate, 

a designation of issue priority 9 (i.e., TP 3) on a requisition may result in a back ordering 

of the item (rather than pulling the item from the shelf), and an extended delay until the 

item is received. However, by assigning an issue priority 8 (i.e., TP 2) or an issue priority 

3 (i.e., TP I), it could result in an immediate availability of the item. By increasing the 

priority o' the requisition, the shipment may become airlift eligible.  But that was not the 

^9 Department of Defense Directive HI0.6, "Uniform Materiel Movement and Issue 
Priority System (UMMIPS), IS February 1971, 

As noted previously, both the Army and Marine Corps move TP 2 shipments 
exclusively by surface mode, while in the Air Force and Navy these shipments are air 
eligible. 
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intent of the requisitioncr~he wanted to make sure that his requisition was filled.   Thus, 

when challenged by the transportation function whether rapid and costly airlift delivery is 

truly necessary, the user often accepts a diversion to a surface transportation mode. 

Tables 10 and 11 illustrate that, under the existing priority system, a Service may 

not be applying its transportation dollars effectively unless it has adopted an aggressive 

airlift challenge procedure.   This may result in either (1) an excessive use of commercial 

airlift transportation or (2) excessive sizing of dedicated systems such as LOdAIR and 

QUICKTRANS, 

TABLE   10 

GENERAL  OBSERVATIONS   CONCERNING  AIRLIFT   CHALLENGES 

DIVERT ION'*    j 
ACI'IVITY CONTJS/EXPORT EXPERIENCE      ! 

mVhh AIR  STATIOM.   NORFOLK cosus 1% 

NAVAL SUPPLY  CENTER,   OAKLAND EXPORT 
1 

NAVAL AIR  STATION,   AIAMEDA BOTH 1%           | 

DEFENSE  DEPOT TRACY CONUS 05%              1 

Savings wore   $1,216,000  in FY  75 1 EXPORT 58%             j 

DEFENSE  DEPOT OGDEN                                             | CONUS 85% 

WARNER ROBINS AIR  LOGISTICS  CENTER EXPORT           | 83% 

*No data   avcilable 

Airlift service is a vital mode of transportation, but there is a prevalent opinion 

among transportation people, as a result of their airlift challenge experience, that the 

UMMIPS system is not serving the transportation function as had been intended. 

B.      OVERSEAS AIRLIFT POLICY 

When reviewing the Service SDT programs, some of the Services were found to be 

using their diversion rates for cargo destined overseas via MAC as an illustration of sound 

J 
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traffic management practices. It also appears to be customary practice that when a 

Service SDT program is trending toward overspending, curtailing MAC shipments is 

frequently a first step in reducing transportation costs. 

From the Service perspective, the above practices are justified. The Services are 

aware that abuses exist in the UMMIPS priorities. In addition, there are some significant, 

highly visable, and readily obtainable savings by diverting shipments from MAC to MSC (at 

least to the current year transportation program of the Services). 

These actions, however, may not be in the best interest of the DoD. MAC's tariffs 

are geared to a certain level of cargo generating from each Service. With a significant 

portion of this cargo now being diverted to another mode, the Airlift Service Industrial 

Fund (AS1F) cannot operate at a break-even position. Hence, supplemental funds ar^- 

required to cover MAC's cost, given that the flying hour program is held constant. The 

supplemental funds should theoretically equal the "savings" which the Services obtained by 

reducing their MAC requirements. 

In the next budget cycle, the Services, which reduced their MAC requirements to 

stay within SDT funding, may now submit requirements consistent with this new level. 

For the ASIF to meet operating costs at this reduced level, an increase in tariffs is 

required. The tariff increase could, in turn, contribute to additional diversions by the 

Services, etc. The overall result is an endless cycle of cargo curtailments and tariff 

increases. We have not seen a proposed solution to this cycle which takes into 

consideration the total requirements of the DoD. Most of the proffered solutions have 

simply focused on resolving the ASIF problem through a direct allotment. However, there 

are many closely related issues that must be resolved prior to implementation of this 

solution. The dominating issue appears to be the approach to use in allocating MAC 

capacity  and  its   associated  effect  on  LOG AIR   QUICK TRANS,   UMMIPS, aerial  port 
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capacity, and the Service SDT programs.  This deficiency requires attention. 

C.      SINGLE MANAGER OPERATING AGENCY PERFORMANCE 

Approximately two-thirds of all SDT dollars are in support of overocean movements. 

Most of the associated decision making for this traffic is the responsibility of the Single 

Manager Operating Agen^ s. In addition, all CONUS truck load movements (i.e., unit 

shipments weighing over 10,000 pounds) are routed by MTMC. Consequently, these Single 

Manager Operating Agencies dominate SDT movements, and impact greatly upon the 

effectiveness of the Service SDT programs. 

Throughout the study, there was considerable concern expressed by the Services that 

the performance and role of these agencies are not being adequately monitored. In many 

cases, the Services stated that they are not being provided services commensurate with 

the charges or the agencies are not being responsive to their requirements. 

The concern expressed by the Services on Single Manager Operating Agency 

performance and their roles in DoD transportation enhances the requirement for the 

ASD(I(5cL) to (1) monitor the performance of these agencies and (2) continuously review the 

: 

respective roles of these agencies to insure that the necessary services are being made 

available. 

This issue is closely associated with Objection 9, Action b in the DoD Management 
By Objectives Program for FY 1976. 
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VI.   RCCOMMF-NDATIONS 

A.       SERVICE SDT PROGRAMS 

1.       Budget Development 

There arc three principal causes for changes in SDT funding requirements from 

the current to the budget year. 

1) Rate Changes; Changes in rates occur because of numerous economic 

pressures upon commercial carriers and Single Manager Operating 

Agencies; 

2) Workload Changes; Changes in workload occur because distribution 

patterns are modified through force level changes, repositioning of 

stocks, and the like; and 

3) Policy Decisions; Service and OSD policy decisions can have a direct 

effect upon the total Service SDT program. These decisions may result 

in changes in transportation modes or workload. 

As a means of more closely associating the causes of program changes with 

DT funding requirements, LMI proposes several supplemental budget exhibits. The 

exhibits recognize the responsibility of the ASQO&L) in matters of transportation and 

provide the detailed data necessary for him and other users, particularly ASD(C), to 

review, analyze and approve an SDT program that will more totally reflect the best 

interests of DoD. 

The budget exhibits have been designed to assist the user in: 

1) gaining a better understanding ol the Services' SDT programs; 

2) monitoring the impact of previous actions and policy decisions; 

PR£CSDI>G PAGE  BUNK.NOT fimw 
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3)      maintaining   a  knowledge  of  the status and changes  in  the  Services' 

programs; and 

^)      promulgating guidance and policy from a broader more complete base of 

knowledge. 

52 The exhibits proposed by LMI appear in Appendix K.       They are neither complete 

nor standard. It is intended that each Service submit a narrative explanation/justification 

of the actions, conditions, and policies quantified in the exhibits. It is also intended that 

the descriptions under Rale and Workload Changes be consistent among the Services 

although the descriptive items may change from year to year; and that the specific entries 

under Policy Change be completely within the prerogative of the individual Services. 

Exhibit 1:  Analysis of Changes in Funding Requirements by Service and Major Command 

The exhibit displays the effect of tate/workload/policy changes on the SDT 

program of each Service and within each Service by major command. The exhibit is 

intended to highlight the causes of changes in the SDT programs, and where they have the 

greatest impact. 

Examples showing the derivation of data appearing in Exhibit 1 are included in 

Appendix K, page K-12.   One example is directed toward a rate change, another toward a 

change in workload, while tne third provides a description of a policy decision which might 

appear in the narrative accompanying the exhibit. 

Exhibit 2:   Summary Analysis of Changes in Funding Requirements by Service 

This exhibit is a summary of the Service data appearing on Exhibit 1. It would 

be prepared within the Transportation and Warehousing Policy Directorate, OASD(I&L). 

The exhibit is an aid in evaluating SDT at the DoD level and assessing the impact of 

Service or OSD policy on the total DoD program. 

The specific entries in the exhibits should be considered illustrative only. 

-i 
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Exhibit 3:  Analysis of Changes in Funding Requirements by Mode 

This exhibit is to assist the ASD(I&L) in identifying and assessing the impact of 

changes  in  transportation  modes  in   the  SDT program  of  each  Service  and  in  being 

cognizant of the factors responsible for the changes.    The derivation of data for this 

exhibit is similar to the examples provided for Exhibit 1. 

Exhibit '4:  Summary Analysis of Changes in Funding Requirements I y Mode 

This exhibit is a summary of the Service data appearing on Exhibit 3.  It would 

be prepared by the Transportation and Warehousing Po'icy Directorate, OASDO&L).   The 

exhibit  would permit the ASD(I&L) to identify trade-offs among transportation modes 

resulting from Service or OSD decisions. 

Exhibit .*?;  Track of Budget Changes 

This exhibit would be maintained within the Transportation and Warehousing 

Policy Directorate, OASD(I&L), with assistance from ASD(C). The exhibit would permit 

OASD(I<3cL) personnel to monitor the evolution of the Service SDT programs and thus be 

aware of conditions, guidance, and policy decisions during budget fortnulation. 

RECOMMENDATION  1;     It  is recommended that  the  ASD(I&L)f 

working    with    the     ASD(C),    implement    the    proposed    SDI 

supplemental budget exhibits during the FY 1977 budget cycle. 

Instilling greater control on SDT within the DoD beginr with budget 

development. LMI believes that implementation of the supplemental budget exhibits will 

be a significant first step toward improving the effectiveness uf SDT. However, the 

benefits that can be garnered from the exhibits will not accrue unless OASD(I&L) 

personnel participate fully in the SDT budget process. While OASD(C) has an invcrest in 

and would be a principal user of the exhibits, full value of the exhibits will not be obtained 

from Comptroller use only—transportation is only one of many responsibilities of the 

budget analysts within OASD(C). 
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2. SDT Program Management Indicators 

It appears to be the practice of the ASDO&L) to focus on the Service SDT 

programs only during budget development. The same factors, however, that cause changes 

in the program from year to year also cause changes during the current year. 

There are only a few data elements that need serve as indicators of the status 

of an SDT program during budget execution. These include (1) planned and actual 

workload in tons and dollars (2) a forecast of requirements for the remainder of the 

current year, and (3) an assessment of anticipated rate, or policy changes during on the 

balance of the current year program. Workload should be identified by mode of 

transportation because the Single Manager Operating Agencies are a basic and substantial 

part of the SDT progi -im. Separate identification by mode is also necessary because some 

modes measure workload in short tons and others do so in measurement tons and any 

summation of these elements would obscure any meaningful evaluation. All of the above 

data are readily available within the Services. 

Appcnd'x L gives a sample format of the data LM1 believes the ASDO&L) 

requires to keep abreast of the Service SDT programs during budget execution. Such data 

are relatively easy to compile and provide a quick and comprehensive assessment of the 

DoD SDT program. 

RECOMMriNDATlON  2;     It  is recommended that the ASD(I<JcL) 

request the Military Services to submit each quarter the proposed 

SDT program management indicators. 

3. Financial Management 

The SDT financial management practices of the Army, Marine Corps, and Air 

Force were found to be adequate to assure control of SDT funds. The Navy should 

strengthen its practices. 
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As noted previously, the principal weaknesses in the CONUS portion of the 

Navy SDT program include (1) difficulty of early detection of a potential shortfall in SDT 

funds, (2) when a shortfall is detected, a limited ability to take appropriate corrective 

action, and (3) absence of accountability and incentives throughout the SDT program. 

The following actions would be solid moves toward correct'ng the deficiencies 

in the CONUS portion of the Navy SDT program: 

a. The Navy should issue OPTARs to major commands. The receiving 

commands, however, should be held accountable and an OPTAR should 

not be exceeded withou1 the approval of the Program Manager in 

accordance with the actual intent of an OPTAR, 

b. The commands receiving OPTARs should provide SDT cost guidelines 

(similar to those issued by the Marine Corps) to their major field 

activities. The Program Manager should be informed of such actions for 

reporting and control purposes. 

c. The Program Manager should provide monthly status reports to each 

OPTAR holder in accordance with the objectives of the MIS. Those 

reports should reflect command and, if applicable, field activity status 

relative to the OPTARs and cost guidelines. 

d. The Program Manager should review the total SDT program and make 

such revisions or issue new policy so as to minimize Ineffective traffic 

management practices (this could involve e.g., consolidating the traffic 

management functions at major field activities or reemphasizing the 

reporting requirements of the MILSTEP System). 

e. The Program Manager should provide the direction for improvement of 

shipment planning in all Navy activities. 
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RECOMMriNDATION  3;     It  is  recommended  that  the  ASD(I&L) 

request  responsive  action   from   the  Navy  on  the  SDT  program 

deficiencies noted in this report. 

k.       Traffic Management 

The review of Service traffic management practices identified several 

weaknesses in traffic management throughout the DoD. Some of the weaknesses stem 

from the specific practices of the Services while others emanate directly from DoD 

policy. 

a.       Shipment Planning 

Improving the shipment planning function in CONUS installations offers 

considerable potential for reducing transportation costs. Two Air Force systems, the 

Shipment Document Release and Control System (D009) and the Transportation 

Automated Routing System (TARS), have many attractive features that could bo 

capitalized upon by the other Services. 

Wc arc not advocating the total adoption of these systems by the other 

Services.   However, some features of these systems could be incorporated into existing 

ystems and would yield an overall improvement.    The characteristics of these systems 

should be made available to traffic managers thoughout the DoD. 

RECOMMENDATION   H:      It   is   recommended   that   the   ASD(I^L) 

sponsor a seminar on shipment planning. 

It is envisaged that the Air Force vould play a prominent role in the 

seminar; however, it need not be restricted to discussion of the D009 and TARS systems. 

We found DSA, MTMC, and the Federal Supply Service efforts of interest and propose 

that a description of their systems be included on the agenda. 

The seminar should be attended by the SDT Program and Transportation 

Policy Managers of the respective Services, and as many TOs from major distribution 
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centers as possible. The presentations should focus upon the application of the systems 

and the associated benefits, with interchanges between the speakers and the audience 

encouraged. 

The seminar should be considered the first of a series focusing on various 

aspects of transportation in the DoD. Topics of follow-on seminars could include— 

evaluating TO performance, use of specialty carriers such as UPS and Federal Express, 

and effectiveness of the MILSTEP IB reports. 

b.       Avoidance of Duplicate Shiprnents 

Lesser use of the U. S. Postal Service also offers potential for reducing 

transportation costs.     In most of  the activities visited,  the  USPS is  the  predominant 

carrier of small packages. Only a few activities, however, have taken the initiative to 

avoid or reduce the use of USPS to destinations being regularly served by other carriers. 

We have found little incentive on the part of the Services to taice such action—different 

funds are involved and, in many field activities, the USPS is considered free transportation 

in that neither the activity nor the SDT program pays for the service. 

RECOMMENDATION  5:     It  is   recommended  that  the  ASDd&L) 

1   L 

request from each of the Military Departments and DSA a time 

phased plan for increasing the cost effectiveness of small package 

movements to destinations which are being regularly served by both 

the USPS and other carriers. 

c.       Commercial Paper 

There are two issues related to the use of commercial paper 

which require direction from the ASD(I(5cL). The first is which fund (SDT or 

indicia) should be cited on the forms. This decision is now left to the 

individual Services. As a result, practices vary throughout the DoD (including 

SDT funds being cited on all commercial forms, both SDT and indicia funds 

being cited, and only indicia funds being cited). 
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While these varied practices are not detrimental to the SDT 

programs of the Services, they may eventually have a negative impact on the 

ability of the ASD(I&;L) to implement effective future policy. This is 

especially critical if portions of separate funds are supporting similar 

programs. In addition, since SDT funds are to support all secondary 

movements of military cargo, then the indicia fund should not be cited on 

commercial forms used in such movements. 

This inconsistency between the Services can weaken the 

structure of both the SDT and indicia programs and create unnecessary 

complexities for the ASD(I<5cL) in carrying out assigned transportation 

responsibilities. 

RECOMMENDATION 6: It is recommended that the ASDd&L), in 

conjunction with the ASD(C), determine the advisability of 

promulating guidance to the Services for the citing of SDT funds on 

all commercial transportation forms. 

The second commercial forms issue is the ambiquity surrounding the new 

dollar limitation. The maximum limit on commercial forms recently has been raised from 

$25 to $100 per GBL by the Comptroller General. Shortly thereafter, MTMC issued 

guidance to the Services, and then withdrew the guidance because it felt it may have 

exceeded its authority. There arc many benefits which can be available to the DoD from 

the new dollar limitation (including reduced processing costs and additional flexibility to 

the local transportation officers in carrier selection). In order to take advantage of these 

benefits, it is suggested that the ASDO&L) pursue this fund limitation issue to determine 

its exact status and to work toward an early implementation within the DoD. 

d.       LOG AIR 

LOGAIR is airlift dedicated.   The Air Force position is that only airlift 

can provide the shortest possible transportation pipeline and thereby reduce stock levels 
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while still maintaining the required level of readiness. Our review of the LOGAIR system, 

the general traffic managctnent characteristics of transportation requirements in CONUS, 

and UMMIPS indicates that the Air Force position on a CONUS dedicated airlift system is 

oversimplified. 

The assumptions delineated in Appendix G and the resulting analysis of 

alternatives to the current system indicate that substantial savings are possible through 

consideration of an integrated LOGAIR system, i.e., aircraft and dedicated truck, and 

other variations to the present system. 

RECOMMENDATION  7;     It   is  recommended  that the ASD(I&L) 

request tl e Air Force to develop plans for modifying the LOGAIR 

system int"> an integrated air/surface transportation system, along 

the   lines   discussed   in   Appendix   G,   for   the   FY 1978   budget 

submission. 

e.       QU1CKTRANS 

QUICKTRANS is an integrated air and surface transportation system. 

The Navy has found tiiat such an integrated system can bo economical. Our analysis of 

the QUICKTRANS system and Navy traffic management procedures has shown that the 

dedicated truck portion of QUICKTRANS is substantially underutilized. There is 

considerable cargo moving between the points to which QUICKTRANS provides dedicated 

truck service which could be consolidated with the QUICKTRANS cargo so as to reduce 

overall transportation costs. However, there are few incentives for Navy TOs to seek out 

such consolidations. 

RECOMMENDATION 8: It is recommended that ASD(I&L) request 

the Navy to provide guidance to its field activities which will 

increase the utilization of QUICKTRANS trucks and thereby reduce 

total transportation costs. 
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B.      COROLLARY ISSUES REQUIRING ATTENTION 

1. UMMIPS Abuse 

There is considerable evidence that the UMMIPS priorities are being 

consistently abused by the Services. Since the UMMIPS issue priority also implies the 

associated transportation priority of each shipment, the shipper service must have an 

aggressive shipment challenge system to avoid incurring unnecessarily large transportation 

costs. 

A requirement exists to reevaluate the current UMMIPS stucture to determine 

whether the system can be made more effective. Two potential alternatives to the 

current system appear to have significant potential: (1) a system in which the issue and 

transportation priorities would be individually specified and (2) a variation of the above, 

but the transportation priorities would be different for intra-CONUS and overseas 

shipments. 

RECOMMENDATION 9: It is recommended that the ASD(I<5cL) 

initiate a study of the UMMIPS system to determine if the overall 

structure of shipment priorities can be made more consistent with 

current supply and transportation requirements. 

2. Airlift Policy 

Discussions with Service representatives on what actions they would take given 

a potential SDT fund shortage revealed that most of them would either institute more 

aggressive challenge criteria for MAC eligible cargo or automatically divert certain 

materiel to a surface mode. Such actions could trigger another round of AS1F tariff 

increases leading to additional cargo diversion, and the cycle would repeat. It is 

recognized that this cycle has been of considerable interest, and has also been the focus of 

many specific proposals. Most of the proposals are directed specifically to the ASIF 

problem and have not been formulated within the context of the total defense 

transportation system. 
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RECOMMENDATION 10; It is recommended that the ASD(I(5cL) 

initiate an intensive study of airlift policy. The study should be 

structured so that it provides the ASD(I<5cL) with a comprehensive 

analysis of the numerous proposals now extant within the DoD. 
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APPENDIX  A 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C.    JOOOI 

INiTAUATIONS «NO lOGISTICl DATE:     13  August   1074 

TASK ORDER SD-321-33 
(Task   75-4) 

1.    Pursuant to Articles E-l and E-3 of the Department of Defense 
Contract No.   SD-3?.l with the Logistics Management Institute,   the Institute 
is requested to undertake the following task: 

t 

A. TITLE:   Second Destination Transportation 

B. BACKGROUND:    The administration and manarcment of Second 
Destination Transportation is primarily the responsibility of each of the 
Military Departments or Defense agency.     However,   that responsibility 
may be affected by other DoD components:    such as actions taken by the 
DoD Transportation Single Manager agencies; management controls each 
DoD component exercises over its second destination transportation program 
and budget; and the delegation of traffic management responsibilities to the 
Shipper Service.    Therefore, Second Destination Transportation funds may 
not be used most effectively. 

C'    SCOPE OF WORK;    LMI is requested to review the current 
funding, management,   planning,   route and mode selection of Second Destination 
Transportation.     The study will determine whether cost effectiveness is being 
achieved by DoD components in their use of Second Destination Transportation. 

Specific areas to be examined concerning the DoD use of Second Destination 
Transportation action should include:    management controls established for 
programming and budgeting; obligation and expenditure reporting systems; 
criteria used for selection of carriers and modes of transportation; extent of 
crosshauling and backhauling; consolidation of shipments; adequacy of guidance 
provided to transportation officers,   contractors,   and other authorized shippers 
(volume and small shipment traffic) on routing DoD shipments; and consideration 
of traffic management in site selection,   activation,   expansion,   or reduction of 
facilities. 

The study will be conducted in two phases.     Phase 1 will consist of a detailed 
definition of the objectives,   scope and methodology to be used during Phase ?.. 
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TASK ORDER SD-321-33 
(Task  75-4) 

2. The  Sponsor  of  this  study  is  the  Deputy Assistant 
Secretary  of Defense   (Supply,   Maintenance  and Services). 

3. SCHEDULEt     LMI will begin work  on  this  task  on 
2 September   1974.     A  report  of  Phase   1  will be provided 
by 11  October  1974.     Subject  to  adjustment  as  a   result 
of Phase  1  findings,   an oral progress   report will  be 
made on  31  January  1975  and  the   final   report will be 
completed by   30 June  1975. 

ACCEPTED   C&J& 

DATE      £-0-7/ 
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APPENDIX B 

TRANSPORTATION DIRECTIVES AND INSTRUCTIONS 

Number 

, 

, n 

I. DoDI 1336.4 

2. DoDD 3005.7 

3. DoDD 4000.25 

«. DoDI 4100.14 

5. DoDI 4100.31 

6. DoDD 4120.15 

7. DoDI 4145.5 

8. DoDI 4145.19 

9. DoDD Wl0.6 

10. DoDI 4500.1 

11. DoDD 4500.2 

12. DoDD ^500.9 

13. DoDI 4500.17 

14. DoDD ^500.34 

15. DoDI 4500.35 

16. DoDD '/500.36 

Subject 

Military Stand-by Authorization for Commercial Air Travel 
(DD Form 1580), November 21, 1966 

Emergency Requirements, Allocations, Priorities, and Permits for 
DoD Use of Domestic Livil Transportation, May 7, 1968 

administration of Military Standard Logistics Data Systems, 
March 23, 1971 

Packaging of Materiel, November 21, 1973 

Reports on Single Manager Operations, September 2, 1960 

Designating and Naming Military Aircraft, Rockets, and Guided 
Missiles, November 24, 1971 

Storage Space Management Report (DD Form 805), May 10, 1974 

Storage and Warehousing Facilities, December II, .969 

Uniform Materiel Movement and Issue Priority System (UMMIPS), 
February 18, 1971        . 

Handling/Air Route Decisions Requiring the President's Approval, 
October 8, 195^ 

Land Transportation Within Areas Outside the Continental U. S., 
June 27, 1972 

Transportation and Traffic Management, November 29, 1971 

Proceedings Before Transportation Regulatory Bodies, January 16, 
1969 

Shipment and Storage of Personal Prooerty, October 22, 1970 

Processing and Shipping DoD Sponsored Retrograde Materiel 
Destined for Shipment to the U. S., its Territories, Trusts, and 
Possessions, September 26, 1970 

Management, Acquisition, and Use of Motor Vehicles, July 30, 1974 
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17. DoDI ^500.37 

18. DoDI ^500.38 

19. DoDU515.7 

20. 0000^515.13 

21. 0000^5^0.1 

22. 0000^635.1 

23. OoOl 5030.3 

2U.       DoOO 5030.19 

25. OoDO 5126.72 

26. OoOO 5126.9 

r. DoDD 5160.2 

28. OoOO 5160.10 

29. DoOO 5160.53 

30. OoOO 5160.60 

31. DoOO 5500.9 

Ownership and Use of Containers for Surface Transportation and 
Configuration of Shelters/Special Purpose Vans, Octobei 5, 1972 

Administrative Support Air Transportation, February 12, 1973 

Use of Motor Transportation and Scheduled DoO Bus Service in the 
National Capital Region, August 11, 1972 

Transportation by Oepartment of Oefense Owned and Controlled 
Aircraft, October 31, 1970 

Operating Procedures for U. S. Military Aircraft Over the High 
St as, June 23, 1962 

Oepartment of Oefense Postal Operations and Related Services, 
August 1, 1973 

Memorandum of Agreement Between the Oepartment of Oefense 
and Oepartment of Commerce, Dealing with Utilization, Transfer, 
and Allocation of Merchant Ships, October 20, 195^ 

OoD Responsibilities on Federal Aviation Matters, August 6, 1971 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics), 
January 30, 1961 

Exemption Under Title II, Federal Property and Administrative 
Services Act - Transportation and Traffic Management, October 2, 
195^ 

Single Manager Assignment for Airlift Service, October 17, 1973 

Single Manager Assignment for Ocean Transportation, March 2^, 
1967 

Single Manager Assignment for Military Traffic, Land 
Transportation, and Common-User Ocean Terminals, March 2^, 
1967 

Highways for National Oefense, April 26, 1973 

Carrying Deadly or Dangerous Weapons Aboard Commercial 
Aircraft, June 2, 1962 
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APPENDIX C 

ARMY SDT TERMINOLOGY1 

LAND TRANSPORTATION 

Providos for procurement of inland transportation, worldwide, except Southeast Asia, for 
U. S. troop support cargo, including Table of Organization and Equipment (TO(5cE) of 
military units on Permanent Change of Station (PCS). It excludes the initial shipment 
from production to either a CONUS depot, CONUS customer, or CONUS port. Also 
excluded are Stock Fund items (except for certain returns). 

AIR TRANSPORTATION - MAC 

These dollar amounts provide for worldwide reimbursement to the Military Airlift 
Command (MAC) for all U. S. troop support cargo, Army and Air Force Exchange (AAFE) 
cargo, APO Mail, Table of Organization and Equipment (TO&E) of military units on 
Permanent Change of Station, and civilian personnel on PCS, their dependents and 
personal property. 

AIR TRANSPORTATION - COMMERCIAL 

Provides for worldwide movement by Commercial Airlift of APO Mail and troop support 
cargo. 

CONUS PORT TRANSSHIPMENT - MTMC 

Provides funds for reimbursing the Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) Army 
Industrial Fund (AIF) for services performed in connection with CONUS port 
transshipment of U. S. troop support cargo including Table of Organization and Equipment 
(TO<5cE) of military units on Permanent Change of Station (PCS) and Arrny and Air Force 
Exchange (AAFE) cargo. The "Special Missions'1 cost, which is a catch-all for all items not 
speciiically related to pre-determined rates, is projected based on historical experience. 
Special missions does include $72,^00 each year to exercise non revenue generating DFRIF 
cars held for mobilization purposes. 

SEA TRANSPORTATION - MSC 

The dry cargo amounts provides for reimbursing the Military Sealift Command (MSC) for 
U. S. troop support movements worldwide and miscellaneous per diem charges. The bulk 
POL cost is overseas intra-theater shipments of Army owned POL. The FAME costs are 
basically reimbursement to MSC for the civilian crew, dockage fees, and utilities on the 
Corpus Christi Bay. The FAME left Vietnam in October of 1^72 and arrived at Corpus 
Christi on 19 December 1972. The FY 197^ and FY 1975 dollar amounts assumes the 
FAME will remain at Corpus Christi. 

Provided by DCSLOG personnel, 15 April 1975. 
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OVERSEA WATER PORTS 

Includes all functions in the overseas water ports pertaining to the receipt and ship-nent of 
cargo. This includes administration, documentation, processing temporary storage, cargo 
handling material, and stevedoring. 

OTHER TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

Thru Government Bill of Lading (TGBL) provides for commercial transportation of cargo, 
exclusive of household goods of military personnel between CON'JS and oversea areas. 
This is a combination of land, air, and sea transportation media on a single bill of lading. 
Rental and lease of transportation equipment is for tank and refrigerator rail cars, TDY 
and incidental costs for Fly-Away of Army Aircraft to or from Depot Maintenance shops 
and helicopter transportation costs associated with the closing of Nike-Hercules sites, 
"Other" represents cost of operating transportation installations other than ports, 
tcrmiiials and their subinstallations. 
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APPENDIX D 

NAVY SDT TERMINOLOGY ,1 

LAND TRANSPORTATION 

Inland Commercial cargo: The movement of material within the CONUS 
via commercial motor, water, and rail 
transport. 

AIR TRANSPORTATION - MAC 

Channel Traffic cargo: 

Overseas Mail: 

Special Assignment: 

AIR TRANSPORTATION - COM MERC I AL 

Commercial Overseas Mail: 

QUICKTRANS: 

Regularly scheduled, point to point movement 
of cargo over routes established by MAC 
using either military or commercial aircraft. 

FPO mail carried in MAC aircraft to 
destinations where there is no regularly 
scheduled, American flag, airline service. 

Exclusive use of aircraft to meet special 
cargo considerations of pickup, delivery, 
classification and off route service 
requirements. 

Navy mail being moved overseas on American 
flag commercial airlines. 

Commercial contract cargo airlift service 
operating within CONUS to provide expedited 
movement for high-priority fleet support. 
Dedicated truck service is used to augment 
and interface with the airlift service when 
feasible. 

CONUS PORT TRANSSHIPMENT - MTMC 

Terminal Services: Charges for the movement of Na.vy cargo 
through military operated ocean terminals in 
CONUS. 

SEA TRANSPORTATION - MSC 

Ocean Cargo: Regularly scheduled, port to port movement 
of cargo over routes established by MSC using 
either military or commercial ships. 

1 Provided by MAVSUP personnel, 22 April 1975. 
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Navy Exchange Cargo: 

Overseas Mail: 

Per Diem: 

POL Japan: 

Material moved for the commissaries and 
Navy exchanges. 

Low priority FPO surface mail. 

Charges for special voyages or diversion of a 
ship because of a special lift requirement of 
Navy as authorized snipper service. Charges 
are levied on a daily basis from the time the 
ship leaves its regular service until it returns. 

Obsolete beginning in FY 76. 

i 
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APPENDIX E 

AIR FORCE SDT COST ELEMENTS BY MODE 

The total Air Force SDT program for FY 1975 was summarized by mode in Table 7. 

The following provides the specific costs that are included in each mode. 

LAND TRANSPORTATION 

Ammunition - CONUS movement only 

Missile - CONUS movement only 

Cargo - CONUS movement only 

Commercial Surface - within overseas areas 

AIR TRANSPORTATION - MAC   

Cargo - channel traffic 

Base Exchange - channel traffic 

APO Mail (Military) - channel traffic 

Motion Picture - channel traffic 

i 
Special Assignment Missions 

Unit Rotations and Exercises, ASIF - overseas 

Other ASIF Transportation - overseas 

AIR TRANSPORTATION - COMMERCIAL 

APO Mail 
> 

Cargo 

SAS Contracts 

LOGAIR 

Commercial Air - overseas 

CONUS PORT TRANSSHIPMENT - MTMC 

Ammunition - stevedoring 
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Base Exchange - stevedoring 

General Cargo - stevedoring 

SEA TRANSPORTATION - MSC 

Ammunition 

Base Exchange 

General Cargo 

POL 

Per Diem and Vessel Retention 

OTHER 

Overseas stevedoring 

Overseas - other costs 

E-2 
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APPENDIX F 

QU1CKTRANS COST EVALUATION 

A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

QUICK TRANS is a Navy sponsored, commercially operated, transportation system 

utilizing dedicated trucks and aircraft. It currently serves 32 CONUS installations 

including two Air Force Bases and five aerial ports. Exhibit F-l depicts the route 

structure for FY 1976, while Table F-l provides such information as installation served, 

frequency of service, and cost of each route in the system. The dedicated truck contracts 

are negotiated and procured by MTMC, while MAC provides the same service for the 

airlift contracts. The trucks are ^0 foot, 20 ton-capacity units except on the West Coast 

where 27 foot tandem units may be employed. The aircraft used in the system is the L- 

100, which has a 23 ton capacity, including nets and pallets. 

The objectives of the system are to reduce inventory levels, provide rapid 

transportation for high priority items, and assure timely and sufficient material for 

maintenance activities. The QU1CKTRANS system is a free-flow operation in that few 

shipments (other than those which are excessive in number or weight) are challenged. 

The Navy Material Transportation Office, Norfolk, Virginia is responsible for 

developing QUICK TRANS requirements and monitoring system operations. 

B. DEVELOPMENT OF REQUIREMENTS 

Movement requirements are developed at NAVMTO from historical data plus known 

changes in activity realignments, rates, and the like. Initially, a total matrix of exported 

work is generated (the previous FY workload is frequently used). The workload for 

origins/destinations served by truck are then extracted. Then, using an aircraft utilization 

factor  of   75 percent,   an aircraft  route  structure is  developed.     Preparation   of   the 
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TABLE   F-l 

THE QUICKTRANS SYSTEM — FY 1976 
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r.i.u 1) ici.ro 

Oxnard 
r;;;c',  Oakland 

loii'i  itoach 
Oxnaj ü 

NSC,   O.iVl.inrl 
'ii avi:. .'.KH 

rr.TC,  0.i);U.nc! 
TravJK ;.l'!; 

■rruvis Ahn 

I'c vor /' I i^ 
N-.w  ly.)!ifi.jii 
11 iv Ji v* .1 Ic 
CllolK?.! 

Clicl. , .i 
llavisvi 1 Ic 
Kcw  I.oiri'.Mi 
liov.'i- M'll 

iv."   T .•.; 1! 
Kcüj.in' Arn 

DOVi'l    /.I'll 
.•;£;v,   ri:i).jiU'); li.i.i 

Dovii  A.';1. 

KüY,   llijJ.idolphia 

Clu-i ry  IVint 

M'irroll. 
\\i\ nv-nt   River 
NSY,  W.iFhuuiton,   I).   C. 

Korfoli 
II.ih :>II t n 
J.nU.ir.h V4.I 
K'lns'iil   Ilivcr 

r.it ii:r lit ;; n i. r 
JU<1J.i:i   II '.ul 
Ii ilil'in n 
N.-r.i.l: 

i;<.iiriii Tr J p 
Daily, fU-'ili 

Round Ti ip 
liaily,   MI 

Round  Trip 
liaj ly,   ►i-i-' 

liciund  vip 
naily,  r; i 
(AO'j hours 
for t i-l. 
rouiiti  trip) 

Round Trip 
Daily,   M-P 

Round Trip 
II i jly , KU-TII 

(in-   V.'.iy,   I' 
cuni  5)A  only 

Round Ti ip 
i).ii'>-,   M-F 

Orm U.iy 
iLuly,   H  F 

(»no Way 
I),:i ly,   j  i   rA 

Round  Trip 
Daily,   .'!-.'.'. 

Rrur.d   Trip 
»lily,   i,;. 

Round  Trip 
L'oily, r.r 

Kound  'i > ip 
Daily,   H-K 

Uuontl  'i - ip 
Dai ly,   li  I 

One Vwy.   Ii, 
n',   and  r 

."im   v.iy 

TU ard   i'll 

 TC 
H ii.i'/.c.i; ;T 

iu,.*. 7U3 .00 

I7G ioj .00 

1!(C, 223 00 

] ,(?.-? V /'. 0(1 

302 :i4c uo 

100 103 00 

03 10 J oO 

430 ;it'ii (J 

■100 47r.i 00 

4 JO 47'J 00 

216 11 U 00 

140 330 00 

J-U. ^.1.0 00 

j id 3;2 00 

300 3 30 00 

lüO .'; l > OCi 

109 31IS 00 
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TABLE F-l   (Cont'd) 

n.IGIIT  «UMIIliK 

llf. 

117 

Uli 

141 

142 

15b 

IbC 

21? 

24 2 

WiRT I):     £,i:i:VlCt   11Y  MR 

JN.'iTAl.lATTjNIJ/CMTIfS 
  SKUVI.D 

lx,v.'i   Am 
No. 1 oik 
Travis M'B 

Travin AI11 
Hort»i  lül.inil 
InJiüii'ipo] j s 
Norfolk 
Charleston 
Norfol); 
Dtn'iTi- AFU 

Do"«.!   API) 
Norfolk 
Travin  M'B 

Travln AI'H 
Norlli   IK land 
Infiianapol i r> 
Norlolk 
ChitrloBton 
Norfolk 
Dover  AFB 

Dover Arn 
Norfolk 
Indianapolis 
Travis AFD 

Trnviü AFB 
Indianapol is 
Dover AFU 

Dover AFB 
Nor-.oil; 
CharJoRton 
Jackiionvj Ho 
Pennacola 
Pallds 
North Inland 
Travis- AFB 

Travis AFB 
North  Is]ami 
Dallas 
Pensacola 
Ja^.'küonvi 1 lo 
thai lusliill 
Norfolk 

Travin AFD 
McOlioi c!  AFfi 
Travis AFB 

Travir. AFB 
HcChord AFB 
Travin AFH 

Fl(bJOi'f:t)(:y 

üunday 

Monday 

K.oiulay 

Sunday 

IJ.^ily,  WodncT.ikiy 
Ihiu Saturday 

Dai 1> /   Tii'tsday 
tmu   Friday 

nuily.  Tuocdtiy 
thru  Saturday 

Daily,   Tuesday 
thru Säturd.iy 

Sunday 

liaily,   Tuer.day 
thru   Friday 

PART  Cl      L0GA1R   FLOIUIJA   OPUlATlOiS 

ROUTR   Nliyi31;R 

MQ 

1NSTALWTI0NS/CITJKS 

 §.ERVF:O  

Jackronvillo 
Patrick AFB 
Key Went 
McOill* 
Jacksonville 

FRRQUF.NCV 

Dailyt Monday 
thru Friday* 

Rervicu fron IVDill AFD to Jarknonvil 1P HAS in  by 11 uck, all 
other soivirv is by air.  Truck biu'vlco is provided daily, 
Tuesday thru Saturday. 
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requirements matrix and the airlift route structure is currently a manual operation; 

however a computer program at the Navy Ship Development Center, Carderock, Maryland 

was used to verify that the route structure ultimately selected for FY 1976 was the best 

of several under consideration. The route structure is then priced at the previous year's 

rate plus an estimated fuel surcharge. It is then submitted to NAVSUP for review and 

approval. 

C. MONITORING AND CONTROLLING THF. SYSTliM 

NAVMTO monitors the system through a series of reports which enables them to 

maintain a close awareness of system costs, utilization, and performance.    The major 
r 

system reports include the: 

- QUICKTRANS Segment Report which provides monthly data on each 

segment of the system concerning frequency of operation, tonnage lifted, 

and aircraft utilization; 

i - Transit Analysis Report which provides monthly data on transit time 

performance by  priority  from   each  QUICKTRANS origin  station  to all 

1 QUICKTRANS destination stations; and 
I 

- Commercial Movement Summary Report which provides monthly dedicated 

truck data including volume of cargo moved by weight and cube and unit 

cost information. 

At the close of each month, the total system cost-per-pound-mile for that month is 

estimated and 5   percent is added to cover unforeseen costb.   All users of QUICKTRANS 

1. 
in the following month are charged at this cost-per-pound-mile rate, regardless whether 

-- 
their  cargo   is  moved by  air,  truck,  or a combination of   modes.     By  following  this 

procedure, QUICKTRANS management is assured of breaking even during each FY. 

D. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The estimated (as of 15 January 1976) FY 1976 total system cost for QUICKTRANS 

is approximately $23.5 million.   This figure is almost exactly one-half that of LOGA1R for 

M! 
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the same time frame (see Appendix G). However, imbedded in QUICKTRANS costs are 

several million dollars for the operation of the terminals (this is contractor supported in 

Navy, while in-house personnel are used by the Air Force) and its communications network 

(which is also outside LOGAIR's base cost). Extracting the terminal, communication and 

truck costs from the total QUICKVRANS system cost of $23.5 million, yields an airlift 

system costing approximately one-third that of LOGA1R (an exact figure as of 

15 January 1976 was not made available). This relationship also applies to the ton-miles 

flown by the two systems during 3une 1975: LOGAIR flew 1^.60 million ton-miles while 

QUICKTRANS flew approximately one-third that much or 5.235 million ton-miles. 

The principal function of the system is to provide fast inter-coastal transportation 

for Navy cargo, with much of the intra-coastal movements being supported by a surface 

mode. This is reflected in both the route structure and June 1975 movement statistics. In 

FY 1976, QUICKTRANS has 22 trancontinental flights each week (II in each direction). It 

also operates 5 round-trip flights each week between Travis and McChord Air Force Bases. 

Plus, the Navy is supported in Florida by LOGAIR on a Monday through Friday basis. The 

transcontinental flights accounted for almost 8^ percent of the ton-miles flown in 

June 1975, as well as 82 percent of the total tons airlifted. 

Table F-2 provides perfonnance data on the QUICKTRANS system over the first six 

months of Calendar Year 1976. These data detail the extent dedicated trucks support the 

movement of cargo under 500 miles. Nearly 30 percent of all shipments (37 percent of the 

tonnage) moving less than 500 miles were transported exclusively by truck. While this 

Integration of the air and surface modes is significant. Table F-3 identifies one serious 

weakness in QUICKTRANS performance: poor utilization of the dedicated trucks. With 

the exception of the Travis AFB/Lemoore NAS route on which tandems are used, twenty 

ton  capacity  trailers  are  being  employed.     Yet,   the average load per move  during 

June 1975 was only   5.U3 tons,  and this  is an  inflated  figure  due  to  the estimation 

procedures used to account for missing data. 
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TABLE  F-2 

DISTRIBUTION OF   SI 11PM ENTS /TON NA G E 
BY MODE:      JANUARY - OUNE   1975 

MODE 
NUMBER OF 
SHIPMENTS 

TONNAGE 

lA.  SHIPMENTS 500 MILES OR LESS 

5,189 j      Air Only 36,934 
{      Truck Only 16,430 3,404 

Air/Truck 1,795 403 
Unidentified 915 250 

i      Total 56,074 9,246 | 

B.  SHIPMENTS OVER 5 00 MILES 

15,444 Air Only 103,474 
Truck Only 415 72 

I      Air/Truck 7 ,258 1,346 
Unidentified 3,575 589 j 

Total 114,724 17,451 i 

Two alternatives for improving the cost effectiveness of the QU1CKTRANS system 

and particularly the dedicated trucks are: 

1) use IP 3 shipments as filler cargo, or 

2) eliminate intra-coastal stops on transcontinental flights. 

The implications of these alternatives are discussed below. 

Alternative I:  Use TP 3 shipment as filler cargo. 

It is Navy policy that only TP 1 and TP 2 cargo move on the dedicated trucks. This 

policy, however, prohibits many Navy shippers from taking advantage of the unused 

capacities on these trucks. These shippers are forced to procure commercial carriers, 

frequently at less-than-truckload rates, for movement of the TP 3 cargo, when it could 

have gone free (at least to the Navy) on the QUICK TRANS truck. 
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TABLE  F-3 

QUICKTRANS   TRUCK OPERATIONS 

June   1975 

Rotm 
KUMBER 

701 

DE'JTtNATIONG 
PEKVEU 

«UMBLR 
or 

MOVKS 

21 

TONf. 

39 

TOTAL 
KOU'i'K 

ccr/r  i si 

j        COST   PER 
TON-LIFTED($) 

!     COST   KER 
TON-MLH    (?) 

AVERAGE     ! 
I/OAD   PER 

HCJVJI. (TON.
0
.) 

1 . 86        ! 8,193 210 0.4 86 

702 , 21 62 B.i'.)?, 132 0.300 2.95 
V22 21 66 3,490 54 0.602 3.14        ! 

1    725 20 138 2,920 21 0.228 0.90       I 
!    726 21 H3 3,255 29 0.310 5. 38       ; 

72E X 5 7 832 139 1.351 1.40      i 
j    72G 15 42 2,497 59 0.676 2.80 

73] 20 165.* 5,430 33 0.008 gi.25 
732 21 Ll± 5,701 33 0.081 8.26 
733 21 110 3,370 31 0.203 5.24 

!    734 20 ill 3,710 33 0.281 LJ.0     : 

}   73S 22 158 1,133 7 0.135 7.18       1 
1   736 19 72 978 4 0.256 3.79 

737 21 46 3,150 08 0.313 2.19 
73C 20 22 3,000 136 0.623 1.10 
73A 4 35 41.2 12 0.222 8.75 
73n 5 32 515 10 0.304 0.40 

i   741 21 167 8,904 53 0.155 7.95 
74 b 24 17 4,320 254 4.099 0.71 
746 22 54 3,80] 71 1.153 2.45 
747 4 6 340 57 2.024 1.50 
74G 2 3 170 170 6.071 0.50 
749 21 90 2,173 24 0.862 4.29 
74B 16 102 6,784 67 0.226 6.38 

74D 4 26 1 ,090 65 0.-JÜ6 6.50 

74E 21 163 1,305 8 0.102 7.76 

74F 7 14 455 32 0.707 2.00       i 

743 g 43 585 14 0.296 4.78 
74H 2 4 130 32 0.707 2.00 
750 21 139 2,173 16 0.558 6.62       ; 
751 20 117 3,720 32 0.201 5.85        i 
752 21 142 3,900 28 0.174 6.70 
753 20 127 5,300 42 P.2J1 6.35 
754 21 22L 5,505 25 ci.-Lyi 10.5.2            ; 
755"* 12 30 3,420 114 1.046 2.50        , 
756** 8 22 2,280 104 0.951 2.75 

TOTAL - 573 2,880 113,93r 40 0.398 5.03       j 

All   underlined cnliics wore estimates;  actual   movement dot;; wore  not available. 

The destinations on thoao routes  could  not be distinguisihcd   from one  another, 
therefore,  only one destination v/as displayed. 
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The cost advantages of using TP 3 shipments as filler cargo on QUICKTRANS trucks 

is extremely difficult to estimate. There are many unknown factors that will have an 

influence. However, it is the opinion of the study team that the benefits available to the 

Navy under this alternative could be significant. 

Alternative 2:   Eliminate intra-coastal stops on transcontinental flights. 

By eliminating intra-coastal stops on transcontinental flights, the Navy would then 

have a strictly inter-coastal airlift shuttle system. This alternative implies that all 

priority shipments destined for another activity along the same coast would move by 

truck. One approach (among many) to restructuring the QUICKTRANS airlift system 

under this alternative is given in Table F-'f. This approach involves eliminating several 

intra-coast ' stops and then substituting surface transportation to satisfy the associated 

movement requirements. 

TABLE F~A 

RKSTRUC'i'URKD AIRLIFT SYSTHMi  ALTERNATIVE 2 

\PL10] IT 

NV.MBF.K_ 

HE. 

1NSTAL1ATIONS/CITIES 
S KRVKD 

FREQUENCY 

Dover - Travis Sunday           j 

116 Travis - Indianapolis - 
Dover Monday 

117 Norfolk - Travis Monday 

110 Travis •• Indianapolis - 
Norfolk Sunday 

141 Dover - Indianapolis - 
Travis Daily, Wed.-Sat.  1 

14 2* Travis - Indianapolis - 
Dover Daily, Tuos.-Fri. 1 

155 JacksonvJ]Ic - Pcnsacola - 
Dallas - North Island Daily, Tuo s.-Sa t. 

156 North Island - Dallas - 
Pensacola -Jacksonville Daily, Tuos.-Sat. 

212* Travis -McChord - Travis Tunday 

242* Travis -McChord - Travis Daily, Tuos.-Sat. j 

Not revised under this nltcrnativo. 
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The savings that are associated with this alternative stem primarily from a 

reduction in aircraft usage and landings. (There would also be savings resulting from 

eliminating the terminal services at Charleston; however, an estimate of these savings 

was unobtainable.) Table F-5 shows the reductions in landings and mileage that are 

possible under this alternative. At $1.^0 per landing and an estimated cost (as per an 

undated NAVMTO QUICKTRANS budget submission document) of $3.21 OS per mile, 

savings of $3.1<^ million should acrumulate (i.e., 150.00 x 2,808 + 3.2108 x 85^,0^8). 

Since information on the terminal costs at Charleston are not available, this savings of 

$3.16^ million should be considered the minimum accruing through such a reduction in 

services. 

TABLE  F-5 

REDUCTION   IN  MILEAGE  AND 
LANDINGS   BY   ROUTE - ALTERNATIVE   2 

FLIGHT 
NUMBER 

REDUCTIONS PER FLIGHT i REDUCTIONS PER YEAR| 
LANDINGS MILEAGE LANDINGS MILEAGE 1 

I 115 1 169 52 8,788  | 
1 116 4 1,550 208 80,600  | 
| 117 1 169 52 8,788 

1 118 4 1,550 208 80,600  | 

| 141 1 169 208 35,152 
142 0 0 0 o 1 
155 4 1,231 1,040 320,060  | 

| l5^ 4 1,231 1,040 320,060  j 
| 212 0 0 0 0  | 

242 0 0 0 0 j 

TOTAL 19 6,069 2,808 854,048  | 

To achieve these savings, however, three additional dedicated truck routes must be 

initiated: 1) round trip, 7 day a week service between Dover and Norfolk, 2) round trip, 

6 day a week service between Travis and North Island, and 3) round trip, six day a week 
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Service between Norfolk, Charleston, and Jacksonville (not necessarily one route).   The 

cost of these additional routes was estimated using current 0U1CKTRANS costs as the 

base. The two East Coast routes were costed using the average QUICKTRANS system 

truck cost per mile of $I.2S3'*, while the Travis to North Island route was costed at the 

planned FY 1976 rate for routes 731  and 732 or $7/5 per round trip.   The cost of each 

additional route is computed below: 

Norfolk/Dover:   3U0 miles x 7 trips/week x 52 weeks/year 
x $1.283^/mile  =  $158,83'» 

Norfolk/CharlestonATacksonville:   1,312 miles x f> trips/week x 52 weeks/year 
x $1.283Vmile  -  $525,352 

Travis/North:  $675/trip x 6 trips/week x 52 weeks/year 
=  $210,600 

Total Truck Cost =  $89'*,7S6 

The net cost savings associated with this alternative is then $2.269 million (i.e., 

$3.164 million less $0.89 5 million). This $2.269 million is considered the minimum that the 

Navy should be able to realize from this alternative. Other potential savings which are 

not quantifiable but will accrue regardless, include savings in fuel reimbursements and ar. 

expanded capability for using TP 3 shipments as filler cargo. It is speculated that the 

latter savings may equal those obtainable from the airlift reduction. 

While the second alternative offers substantial potential for cost savings, it also 

entails a significant realignment of the base QUICKTRANS system. The operational 

impact of this realignment was not assessed by the study team, except to insure that more 

than adequate surface capacity is available. 
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APPENDIX C. 

I.OGAIR COST EVALUATION 

A.      SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

LOGAfR is an Air Force sponsored cargo airlift shuttle system operating between 

Air Logistics Centers, aerial ports, and CONUS bases. Two commercial carriers (i.e., 

Saturn and Overseas National) currently hold LOGAIR contracts. Three different types of 

aircraft are used by the carriers in satisfying transportation requirements:   the DC-9 and 

: 

: 

n: 

L-188 both having a capacity of 17 tons (including nets and pallets) and the L-100 with a 

capacity of 23 tons (also including nets and pallets). LOGAIR is serving 59 installations in 

FY 1976 including twc. Naval bases, six Air Logistics Centers, and six aerial ports. 

Stations within 100 miles of each other arc generally not permitted in the LOGAIR 

system, even though there are three notable exceptions: two aerial ports—McGuire and 

Dover (8^ miles), McClellan and Travis Air Force Rases (39 miles), and Hanscorn and Pease 

Air Force Bases (3^ miles). 

The objectives of the system include 1) reduce inventory levels through a shortened 

pipeline (especially for high value items), 2) provide rapid transportation of high priority 

cargo to maintain readiness objectives, and 3) assure sufficient and timelv quantities of 

i r 
reparable items at maintenance activities.  The system supports the movement of all TP 1 

I and TP 2 cargo.    It also accepts TP 3 filler cargo to the next station down line.    The 

system is completely airlift dedicated, does not consider alternative modes of 

transportation, and has a load factor objective of 70%. 

The office responsible for developing LOGAIR requirements and monitoring the 

system is the Directorate of Transportation, Transportation Requirements Division of 

AFLC at Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio. 

;: 

1: 
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1. Developing Requiromcnts for Commercial Airlift 

Lach major Air Force CONUS command and the six ALCs submit a forecast of 

TP I and TP 2 tonnage requirements for the following FY based on first quarter historical 

data supplied by AFLC. The Transportation Requirements Division then develops a series 

of requirements matrices from all origin stations to all destination stations. These 

matrices are then partitioned into trunk stations (an activity generating in excess of 

2,000 tons of cargo per year) and feeder stations (those generating less than 2,000 tons of 

cargo per year). Matrices are then developed by trunk-trunk-feedor and feeder-trunk- 

trunk-fceder in a manner which will maximize utilization of the aircraft and provide 

responsive delivery of the cargo. 

Finally, a route structure is developed considering tonnage and type of aircraft 

necessary, number of landings, flight patterns, etc. The route structure is costed in 

accordance with CAB rates and anticipated contract costs and then sent to the Air Staff 

(Directorate of Transportation, Traffic Management Division) for review and approval. 

2. Monitoring and Controlling the System 

The Transportation Requirements Division receives several monthly reports 

(through a LOGAIR Transportation Management System) on system operating costs, 

aircraft utilization, and on time performance.  The major reports include: 

- a LOGAIR Tonnage and Cost Report which provides detail and summary 

co^Jt and utilization data by channel, flight, and system; 

- a LOGAIR Allocation and Utilization Report which measures by channel, 

total flight, and total system, the space utilized compared to that 

requested and allocated; and 

- an Air Transportation Transit Report which summarizes by channel and 

transportation priority, the average shipment delivery time. 

B.       COST EVALUATION APPROACH 

The LOGAIR evaluation first centered on determining the base cost of the system. 

Budget data were inappropriate for this purpose because embedded in these data were an 
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anticipated number of overf lys because of the non-generation of cargo. Since there was a 

rate increase effective 1 June 1975, that month's rate and flight patterns were used in 

developing the base LOGAIR costs. The regular flights in operation that month were 

costed out on a daily basis at the appropriate plane mile and landing cost (see Table G-l). 

This daily cost was then multiplied by 365 to yield an annualized figure of $36,892 million. 

Adding an airway tax of $1,389 million and a POL cost differential cost of $10,592 to this 

$36,892 million, yielded a total system cost of $^8,873 million. While this figure is 

somewhat higher than the total gross system cost of $^6,702 million for FY 1976 (as per 

the AFLC Budget Estimate dated August 1975), it facilitates a standard approach toward 

evaluating various alternatives to the base LOGAIR route structure. 

All alternatives to the base LOGAIR system were costed in a manner similar to the 

above approach and then contrasted with the base LOGAIR system cost of $'»8,873 million. 

The alternatives evaluated herein are not intended to be complete, operationally viable 

variations of the base LOGAIR route structure. Rather, they are presented solely to 

demonstrate the potential savings associated with such alternatives. 

C.      SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The alternatives to the current LOGAIR system center around the concept of an 

integrated airlift-surface transportation system. The base system is completely airlift 

oriented; however, many legs of several feeder routes are of such short distances that a 

conversion from airlift to surface movement for these segments appeared feasible. To 

illustrate this point, there were 2718 regularly scheduled LOGAIR flights (i.e., liftoffs) in 

June 1975. Approximately 2't percent of these flights (or 656) were for distances less than 

200 miles; almost 53 percent of the flights (or 1,^30) were between LOGAIR stations 

within ^00 miles of each other; and, over 61 percent of the flights (or 1,661) were less 

than 500 miles. It is recognized that many of these short flights occur because stations 

were enroute to other stations; nevertheless, the resulting route structure indicates a 

substantial number of short distance flights. 
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The integrated airlift-surface transportation system concept was then cxtonded to 

include a closer scrutiny of material moving via LOGAIR which could result in a reduction 

in airlift requirements. Such an extension may, at first, seem exttcme; however, when 

one considers the Air Force policy of airlift transportation within CONUS, such an 

evaluation is natural. To illustrate, LOGAIR is presently a free flow system. All TP 1 and 

TP 2 cargo are eligible for movement on LOGAIR, as is all TP 3 cargo on a space- 

available basis to the next downline station. This free-flow practice appears to have 

resulted in inflated LOGAIR requirements, especially when Air Force experience on 

diverting MAC shipments is considered. All shipments destined for overseas via MAC 

must be cleared prior to release of the shipments to the aerial port of embarkation. 

Several examples of MAC airlift challenges indicated that in excess of 30 percent of all 

such shipments are diverted irom airlift to surface movement. That is, these shipments 

were declared not eligible for airlift, even though they were assigned an air-eligible issue 

priority. Within CONUS, shipments moving via LOGAIR require no such clearance action. 

There is no evidence suggesting that the Air Force would experience a lower diversion 

rate if all shipments moving by LOGAIR were challenged. In fact, it is mote likely, 

because of the current ease of moving cargo by LOGAIR, that the diversion rate would be 

in excess of ^0 percent.   The end result appears to be an inflated LOGAIR system. 

The integrated airlift-surface concept and the reduction in LOGAIR requirements 

were the conclusion of the following observations and assumptions. 

1. There is an excellent surface transportation system within CONUS upon whicti 

the LOGAIR managers are not capitalizing. 

2. Closely associated with the above point, dedicated surface carriers can be 

effectively employed between LOGAIR stations located within 500 miles of each other. 

To demonstrate that such a position is viable, QUICKTRANS has a regularly scheduled 

truck operation between North Island NAS and Travis AFB for the intra-coastal movement 
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of high-priority shipments.    The distance between these installations is 536 miles; cargo 

requirements of Long E^cach, Oxnard, and NSC Oakland are also served enroute; and, trips 

are made in both directions, five days each week—Monday through Friday. 

3.       The use of dedicated trucks will eliminate the need for procuring much of the 

common carrier service for TP 3 cargo moving between the stations being served by these 

dedicated trucks.   LOGAIR system data indicates that the average level of daily TP 1 and 
i 

TP 2  traffic  between  stations  that  could potentially be  served by  dedicated truck   is 

relatively low.   TP 3 traffic can then be used as filler cargo.   This approach may also tend 

to simplify some of the controls and complexities of shipment planning now required in the 

D009 Shipment Document Release and Control System. 

lt. An integrated airlift-surface system when coupled with reduced services, will 

require fewer aircraft, flights, and landings, along with reduced airway taxes and POL 

adjustments. It should also result in increased aircraft utilization through less transfers, 

better control, fewer stations to which pallets must be allocated, etc. 

To illustrate the potential increase in aircraft utilization which should be 

obtained from an integrated and reduced system, one has to contrast LOGAIR's operation 

with that of QUICKTRANS. The airlift portion of QÜICKTRANS is essentially an inter- 

coastal shuttle system, with a substantial portion of the intra-coastal movement being 

made by truck. This is in direct contrast to LOGAIR which serves installations almost 

uniformly nationwide, through two airlift networks: one is the movement of cargo 

between ALCs (i.e., trunk routes) and the other being the movement of carg from the 

ALCs to Air Force bases (i.e., feeder routes). As a result, QUICKTRANS1 aircraft 

utilization (based on weight) is considerably higher than that experienced by LOGAIR (72.8 

versus 6'f. 1 percent for the first six months of Calendar Year 1975). 

5. The FEC and other commercial airlines are willing and capable of providing 

fast and efficient airlift service for overflow LOGAIR requirements. They are presently 

satisfying certain transportation requirements which LOGAIR is unable to meet. 
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6.       Inventory Icvt.'ls and maintenance facilities arc not so finely tunod that a one- 

day (maximum) increase in delivery time for cargo moving strictly within CONUS will 

increase inventory levels.   That is, the order and ship times built into procurement models 

will probably not be exceeded for these items. 

D.       EVALUATION Of ALTURNATIVES 

Four alternatives to the base LOGAIR system were selected for closer examination: 

1. use of dedicated trucks to move cargo to and from ALCs, aerial ports, and 

nearby AF bases; 

2. partial replacement of L-100 aircraft with DC-9s and L-18Ss; 

3. limited reduction in LOGAIR service; and 

4. extensive reduction in LOGAIR service 

Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 are not intended to stand alone, but rather, they build upon 

the results of the first. 

Evaluating the net effect of these alternatives quickly highlighted a severe 

probicm-the paucity of cpplicable data to make a comprehensive evaluation. Much of the 

required data were either not available or were in formats not conducive to the intended 

analyses (this was especially true for the last two alternatives and for a more complete 

evaluation of the first two). The final result was that only for the first and serond 

alternative could an appropriate evaluation be accomplished. The evaluations of the other 

alternatives had major deficiencies when reviewed for completeness. However, even 

these alternatives provide circumstantial evidence that there are considerable savings to 

the Air Force if it modifies its basic approach to the LOGAIR structure. The evaluation 

of these alternatives are discussed below. 

Alternative 1;   Use of Dedicated Trucks 

The base LOGAIR route structure is given in Exhibit G-I and, as previously noted, 

costed out in Table G-l.   Exhibits G-2 and G-3 display the modified LOGAIR feeder and 
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TABLf: C.-l.   DETERMINATION OF LOGAIR BASE COST 

11: 
i: 

FLIGHT» 
NUMBER 

TOTAL 

PLANE 
MILE 

COST($) 

DAILY 
MILES 

FLOWN 

^0,807 

NUMBER 
OF 

LANDINGS 

96 

DAILY 
FLIGHT 

COST 

2B 2.6229 3,873 11,208 

2D 2.6229 2,999 8,466 

2F 2.6229 *f231 12,297 

2Q 2.6229 3,56^ 10,398 

3C 1.8^^1 2,276 1,647 

3J 1.8^^1 2,136 4,839 

3K 1.8^^1 3,018 11 7,215 

3M 1.8^^1 2,702 6,183 

3N 1.8^1 2,185 5,079 

3P 1.84*1 2.276 4,647 

^T 1.8^^1 1,266 3,085 

^U** 1.8^^1 1,531 4,029 

^V 1.8H1 '.S230 8,701 

»w 1.8^1 2,695 5,570 

5R 1.8«*1 1,822 4,710 

101,074 

These flight numbers refer to those regularly scheduled LOGAIR flights in operation 
during June 1975.  Sec Exhibit G-l for the LOGAIR route structure. 

**This flight flies one route five days per week and another route the remaining two 
days.   For simplicity purposes, it was assumed that the route flown five days per week 
was also flown the other two days.   The displayed daily flight cost assumes this schedule. 
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trunk routes under this alternative. Table G-2 gives the cost of the feeder routes 

supported by dedicated trucks, while Tables G-3 and G-'» provide the same information for 

airlift supported feeder and trunk routes, respectively. 

The total daily cost of this alternative is $90,235, which is the total of the following 

figures: 

feeder routes - dedicated trucks:   $11,998 

feeder routes - airlift: $12,566 

trunk routes - airlift: $65,671 

Annualizing the daily cost figure yields an annual cost of $32,936 million. Since the airlift 

feeder and trunk routes would fly 31,392 miles under this alternative (i.e., 5,158 miles 

from Table G-3 plus 26,234 from Table G-4), approximately 76.9 percent (i.e., 

31,392/'/0,807) of the annual airway tax and POL adjustment costs would also be incurred 

by the altornative. Thus, $9,213 million (i.e., 0.769 x 11.981) would be added to the 

annualized daily cost of $32,936 million to yield a total Alternative 1 cost of 

$42,149 million, or a total savings of $6,724 million. Thus, an integrated surface-airlift 

LOGA1R could reduce LOGAIR system costs by $6,724 million, or 13.8 percent, over a 

completely airlift dedicated system. 

Tables G-5, G-6, and G-7 provide additional data on average movements by 

dedicated truck, feeder and trunk aircraft that must be supported by the LOGAIR 

structure assumed under this alternative. 

This alternative has a secondary benefit which was found impossible to quantify 

given the time frame of the task. By using dedicated trucks between specific installations 

for the move?nent of high-priority cargo, much of the TP 3 traffic moving between these 

same installations can now be used as filler cargo on the dedicated truck. (Table G-5 

indicates that the anticipated average amount of high-priority cargo moving on these 

trucks will utilize only a small percentage of most trucks.) The net result is that most of 

this filler cargo can essentially be moved free, as the higher priority cargo has already 

G-ll 



ALTERNATIVE 1 

TABLE G-2: LOGAIR FEEDER ROUTES -DEDICATED TRUCKS \ 

ORIG - DEST 
MILEAGE 

ONE   ROUND 
WAY   TRIP 

COST/MILE3 DAILY COST 

1.  MCC - MER 
MER - SUU 
SUU - MCC 

107 
121 
49 

277    277 $0.6849 $  186 

2.  HIF - MUO 275    550 1.2834 706 

3.  SBD - LUF 
LUF - DMA 

3?3 
118 
451    902 1.2834 1,158 

4.  TIK-LTS 
LTS -CVS 

145 
248 
393    786 0.9051 712 

5.  CVS -ABQ 
ABQ - HMN 
HMN - CVS 

216 
209 
229 
654    654 0.9051 592 

Source:  Rand McNally Standard Highway Mileage Guide. 

The number of trucks required to provide the necessary 
service is not specified.  One truck could make a 
daily round trip or two trucks could be used daily -- 
one in each direction. 

The cost per mile used was either FY 1976 QUICKTRANS 
experience or, if QUICKTRANS did not have dedicated 
trucks in a particular section of CONUS, average 
QUICKTRANS costs for FY 1976 were used. 

' 
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i I- ALTERNATIVE   1 

TABLE G-2:   LOGAIR  FEEDER  ROUTES   -  DEDICATED   TRUCKS 

ORIG - DEST 

6. TIK - IAB 
IAB - SZL 
SZL -TIK 

7.      TIK - LRF 
LRF - RYH 

TIK - BAD 
BAD - AEX 

MILEAGE 

ONE 
WAY 

ROUND 
TRIP 

TIK - DYS 
DYS - FWH 
FWH - TIK 

10. FFO -GUS 

11. DOV - LFI 
LFI - ADW 
ADW - DOV 

12. DOV -WRI 

13. WRB -CHS 
CHS - SSC 
SSC - GSB 

14.   WRB -CBM 

159 
285 
368 
812 

349 
193 

357 
122 
479 

285 
152 
200 
637 

151 

198 
175 
96 

469 

110 

267 
95 

183 
545 

351 

812 

542        1,084 

958 

637 

302 

469 

220 

1,090 

702 

COST/MILE 

^0.9051 

0.9051 

0.9051 

DAILY   COST 

0.9051 

1.2834 

1.7208 

3.3065 

1.2834 

1.2834 

$     735 

981 

867 

577 

388 

808 

728 

1,398 

901 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 

TABLE  G-2:   LOGAIR  FEEDER  ROUTES   -  DEDICATED   TRUCKS 

ORIG - DEBT 

MILEAGE 

ONE           ROUND 

WAY            TRIP 

COST/MILE DAILY  COST 

15. WRB -VPS 
VPS - PAM 
PAM - WRB 

16. COS -FEW 

282 
96 

265 
643               643 

170               340 

$1.2834 

1.2834 

$      825 

436 

GRAND  TOTALS 10,320 $11,998    ! 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 

TABLE  G-3: LOGAIK  FEEDER   ROUTES   - AIRCRAFT  ROUTES 

ORIG - DRST MILEAGE MILEAGri  COST2 LAND1MÜ  COST TOTAL COST 

A.      DOV - BED 334 
BED - rSM 54 
PSM - I.1S5 312 
1.17. - PBG 302 
PBG - RMK 14 CJ 
RME - DOV 2?,V> 

1,519 $2,001 $900 $3,701 

B.     WRB-NIP 212 
N:P - cor ICO 
COF - HST 196 
1IST - NQX .111 
NQX - MCF 244 
MCF - NIP 171 
NIP -V.'RB 212 

1,306 $2,408 $1,050 $3,450 

less  Navy shuttle   from  MCF   -  NIP, 191  x  1.2034         ?45 

Net   Cost         $3,213 

c.    pro-ore 330 
CSC - IKR 154 
INR - SAW 145 
SAW - D.1,'1 230 
DUI - RÜR 255 
RDR -MID 108 
MIB - RCA 343 
RCA - OFF 419 
OFF - FFO 672 

2,333 $4,302 $1,350 $5,652 

GRAND   TOTALS 5,158 $12,566 

Source:     LOGAIR standard distances  or U.   S.   Department of 
Corontcrcc Coast and Grodotic Survey,  Air  Lino  Distances bs- 
twecn Citicr.   in  the U.   S. 

2 
Mileage  cost,   for   the   1.-100  is   $2.6220/plai)o  mile;   for  the   L-100 
and nc-9,   it  is   $1,844I/plane  mile.     All   feeder  routes use  the 
L-180  or  DC-9. 

Tlio  landing  fee  is  $150/lnnding. 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 

TABLE G-4:              LOGAIR TRUNK ROUTES 

!          l 
FLIGHT NO. EQUIPMENT COST/PLANE MILE 

TWO SERIES 
THREE SERIES 
FOUR SERIES 

L-100 
L-188 
DC~9 

$2.6229 
1.8441 
1.8441 

FLT ORIG - DEST MILEAGE MILEAGE COST LANDING COST TOTAL COST 

2Q 

3C 

4W 

2D 

MCC - HIF 
HIF - TIK 
TIK - WRB 
WRB - DOV 
DOV - FFO 

MCC - HIF 
HIF -TIK 
TIK - FFO 

MCC - HIF 
HIF - SKF 
SKF - WRB 

SUU - HIF 
HIF - SKF 
SKF - TIK 
TIK - FFO 

545 
927 
848 
734 
471 

3,525 

545 
927 
804 

2,276 

545 
1,166 

945 
2,656 

581 
1,166 

448 
804 

2,999 

$9,246 

4,197 

4,898 

7,866 

$  750 

450 

450 

600 

 _. 

$ 9,996 

4,647 

5,348 

8,466 
1 

.  1 ii 

All  landing  fees  are $150. 
2 
The   flights  have been modified   from  the base  LOGAIR  route 
structure   to  better coordinate with  the  dedicated  truck 
service   illustrated  in Table  G-2. 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 
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TABLE  G-4: LOGAIR  TRUNK  ROUTES 

FLT ORIG - DEST MILEAGE MILEAGE  COST LANDING COST TOTAL  COST 

3P FFO - TIK 
TIK -HIF 
HIF - MCC 

804 
927 
545 

2.276 $   4.197 $      450 $   4,647 

2F FFO - DOV 
DOV - WRB 
WRB - SKF 
SKF - TIK 
TIK -HIF 
HIF -SUU 

471 
734 
945 
448 
927 
581 

4,106 10,770 900 11,670 

2B FFO - WRB 
WRB - SKF 
SKF - TIK 
TIK - COS 
COS - HIF 
HIF - LSV 
LSV - SBD 
SBD - SUV 

525 
945 
448 
465 
487 
389 
187 
424 

3,870 10.151 1,200 11.351 

4V WRB - FFO 
FFO - TIK 
TIK - SKF 
SKF - HIF 
HIF - GFA 
GFA - SKA 
SKA - TCM 
TCM - MCC 

525 
804 
448 

1,166 
434 
305 
237 
607 

4,526 8.346 1,200 9.546 

GRAND   TOTAL 26,234 $59,671 $6,000 $65,671 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 

pABLE G-5: VOLUMES ON DEDICATED TRUCK ROUTES3 

OR IG - DEST DAILY VOLUME - TONS 

1.  MCC - MER 1.60 
SER - SUU .llc 

SUU - MCC c 

2.  HIF - MUO 1.51 
|         MUO - IIIF 1.00 

3.  SBD - LUF 3.70 
LUF - DMA 1.80 

DMA - LUF 1.75 
LUF - SBD 2.72 

4.  TIK - LTS 4.28 
LTS - CVS 3.29 

CVS - LTS 2.52 
LTS - TIK 3.16 

5.  CVS - ABQ 2.15 
ABQ - HMN 2.46 
HMN - CVS 2.28 

Based  on  LOGAIR  Point  to  Point Movement  Report of January 
1975. 

Volumes   shown   are  average  daily movements  between the 
associated origins  and destinations   (in  tons).     An analysis 
of the   LOGAIR  Transportation Management  System reports   for 
Jan - June   1975   indicate an average  of   28   flights/month   for 
all  flights -- thus   an  assumption of  28   flights  or  trips   per 
month was  used to develop a daily average. 

Incomplete—data missing  from LOGAIR  Point  to Point Move- 
ment Report. 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 

1 

TABLE  G-5: VOLUMES  ON  1 DEDICATED  TRUCK  ROUTES 

ORIG - DEST DAILY  VOLUME - TONS 

6.      TIK - IAB 3.85 
IAB - SZL 1.82 
SZL -TIK 2.16 

7,      TIK - LRF 2.39 
LRF - BYII 1.11 

BYH - LRF 2.47 
LRF - TIK 1.65 

8.      TIK -BAD 2.66 
BAD - AEX .62 

AEX - BAD 1.43 
BAD - TIK 1.73 

9.      TIK-DYS 4.13 
DYS - FWH 7.54 

4.5ia FWH - TIK 

10.      FFO -GUS .81 

GUS - FFO .44 

11.      DOV - LFI 3.77 
LFI - ADW 2.11a 

ADW - DOV .47a 

12.      DOV-WRI 4.29 

WRI - DOV 4.64 

Incomplete—data  missing  from LOGAIR Point  to  Point Move- 
ment Report. 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 

'TABLE  G-5:     VOLUMES   ON DEDICATED   TRUCK   ROUTES 

OR1G - BEST DAILY   VOLUME - TONS 

13.      WRB - CHS 8.83 
CIIS - SSC 4.01 
SSC -GSB 2.52 

GSB-SSC 3.31 
SSC - CHS 4.22 
CHS -WRB 10.41 

14.      WRB - CBM 1.22 

CBM - WRB 1.65 

15 .      WRB - VPS 4.49 
VPS - PAM 2.48 
PAM - WRB 2.63 

16.      COS - FEW 1.19 

FEW - COS a 

Incomplete -- data  missing   from LOGAIR Point  to  Point Move- 
ment Report. 
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ALTERNATIVE   1 

TABLE G-6: VOLUMES ON AIRCRAFT FEEDER ROUTES3 

ORIG - DEST DAILY VOLUME - TONS 

A.  DOV - BED 9.39 
BED - PSM 12.19 
PSM - LIZ 11.79 
LIZ - PBG 11.98 
PBG - RME 11.25 
RME - DOV 11.35 

B.  WRB - NIP 5.10 
NIP - COF 3.90b 

COF - HST 3.69b 

HST - NQX 3.54b 

NQX - MCF 3.45b 

MCF - NIP 3.07b 

NIP - WRB 3.07b 

C.  FFO - OSC 9.54 
OSC - INR 10.80 
INR - SAW 11.33 
SAW - DLH 10.04b 

DLH - RDR 6.51b 

RDR - MIB 9.78b 

MIB - RCA 9.91b 

11.86b RCA - OFF 
OFF - FFO 11.06b 

It is assumed that the aircraft used on the feeder routes are 
the L-188s and the DC-9s, each with a capacity of 17 tons in- 
cluding nets  and pallets. 

Incomplete — data  missinq   from the  LOGAIR  Po.rnt  to  Point Move- 
ment Report. 
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ALTERNATIVE   ] 

h?ABLE G-7:  VOLUMES ON AIRCRAFT TRUNK ROUTES  j 

1 ORIG - LEST 
!                    2 i 

DAILY VOLUME - TONS   | 

2Q    MCC - HIF 1          7.13 
HIF - TIK 11.76 
TIK - WRB 11.52        j 

;         WRB - DOV 11.25 
DÜV - FFO 4.73 

3C    MCC - HIF 3.99 
HIF - TIK 4.98 

i         TIK - FFO 2.91 

4W    MCC - HIF 5. 04         1 
HIF - SKF 6.91 
SKF - WRB 5.08         | 

2D    SOU - HIF 13.93 
|         HIF - SKF 13.23         1 
S         SKF - TIK 10.11 

TIK - FFO 3.07         ( 

3P    FFO - TIK 4.49 
TIK - HIF 4.10 
HIF - MCC 4.48        | 

In dotcrmJninq  the volume between trunk  route  station«   for   flights 
2Q,  2c,  4W,   2D.   3i>,  and 2v,   it  is nssuinod that ull traffic  originat- 
ing at i>n origin  station   Tor all dostlr.ation  r.tritions  HJI  the  re- 
mainder of  the   flight  ir,   loaded on  the aircraft ever,   though  there 
is  more than  one  scheduled   flight  per  day befwoün  truck   stations 
on  tha  JOCA1K system.     This  conservative  approrich compensatoc   fo.v 
caryo fron feeder stations  which  is  not   included.     Furthuniiorc,   the 
volumes displayed hu^a not   bi>en balanced,   etc.,   so thai   consiaorablvj 
imbalances   :n aircraft utilization  remain.     Tnc  objective   of thcuo 
Tables  arc   jnsl.  to demons.träte  that   such  aii  alternative  to base  sys- 
tem  is   feasible. 

7'ho  2  series   flinh*.;  vac.  the  b-100 aircraft with a  capacity of  23 
tons;   the  3  and 4 ser.ios   flights  use the  L-IBC.  and I)C-9 aircraft 
with a capacity of   17   tons. 

• 
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ALTERNATIVE 1 

. 
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TABLE G-7:   VOLUMES   ON AIRCRAFT  TRUNK   ROUTES      1 
...... 

ORIG - DEST DAILY  VOLUME - TONS 

2F          FFO - DOV 10.22 
DOV - WRB 13.23 
WRB - SKF 17.54 
SKF - TIK 20.34 
TIK -HIF 11.78 
HIF - SUU 12.72 

2B          FFO - WRB 6.89 
WRB - SKF 11.70 
SKF - TIK 18.27 
TIK - COS 16.24 
COS - HIF 15.41 
HIF - LSV 15.25 
LSV - SBD 13.30 
SBD -SUU 8.32 

2 
4V          WRB - FFO 8.71 

FFO - TIK 13.79 
TIK - SKF 14.60 
SKF -HIF 16.00 
HIF - GFA 16.83 
GFA - SKA 16.38 
SKA - TCM 15.82 
TCM - MCC 14.31 

. . 

:, 

Since  flicjht 2B travels  a circuitous  route,   it  in  boi-y   limited  to 
direct  traffic between  the  point;-  on  tho  Clicjht.     Also,   rinco  CO.S, 
PEWi   LSV,   SBD,   LUK  and  DWiA  have  no  o 1 tcnvitivo  service.,   all   traffic 
for  these  points   is   loaded onto  the  aircraft .it  TIK,   TW- at 6KF,   33,i 
at VRB,   and 2'y/:. at  FFO. 

2 
Since CIA,  SKA,   and TCM have no alternative; nervice,   all   traffic 
for these points   is   loaded  into  tho aircraft   at  SKF,   75/'  at TIK, 
33% at  FFO,   and  2'y/-  at WRß.      Tn  addition,   traffic   to  HIF   ficni WRB 
and FFO  is routed  on more direct  flights and  it,  not  included on  4V. 

r 
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economically justified the dedicated trucks. Thus, this secondary benefit greatly enhances 

the desirability of the alternative. 

The principal shortcomings of this alternative include a) additional handling of some 

cargo will be required—the exact amount is difficult to quantify, but it should be a 

relatively small percentage of the total cargo moving by dedicated truck, and b) it may 

increase transportation time to and from some bases by as much as one day over the 

current LOGA1R system—again, the potential impact of this shortcoming is difficult to 

quantify at this time; in some cases, reducing the cargo moving by air may increase the 

responsiveness of the entire system, (e.g., through less circuitous routing) as well as 

increase aircraft utilization. In any event, a complete dismissal of the entire alternative 

because of the above potential shortcomings will be a wrong decision until the cost 

implications of the shortcotnings are fully detailed. It is the opinion of the study team 

that the cost implications of these shortcomings will be negligible when contrasted with 

the identified potential savings of $6.72^ million. 

Alternat.ve 2:   Increased Use of nC-9 and L-18S Aircraft 

In the base LOGAIR system, both the L-IOO and the smaller aircraft (i.e., the DC-9s 

and L-18Ss) are used on trunk routes. The principal reasons for use of the L-100 are that 

1) its increased lift capability is required to satisfy the additional cargo requirements on 

certain trunk routes and 2) it can more easily accommodate large shipments such as 

aircraft engines. 

The integration of dedicated trucks into the LOGAIR system, as per Alternative 1, 

reduced the volume of traffic on two of the four trunk routes served by L-100 aircraft so 

these routes can now be served by either DC-9s or L-lSSs (see Table G-7). Since the L- 

100 plane mile cost is considerably higher than the plane mile cost of the other aircraft 

(i.e., $2.6229 versus 1.88^1), replacement of these larger, more expensive aircraft will 

result in additional savings to those already identified in Alternative 1 (see Table G-8). 
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TABLE G-8.   ALTERNATIVE 2 - SAVINGS 

FLIGHT TOTAL 
MILES 

MILEAGE COST ($) DAILY 
NUMBER DC-9/L- 18S L-100 SAVINGS ($) 

2Q 

2D 

3,525 

2,999 

6,301 

5,531 

9,2^6 

7,866 

2,7^5 

2,335 

TOTAL 6,52^ 12,032 17,112 5,080 

The total daily savings of $5,080 associated with replacing two L-100 aircraft with 

DC-9s or L-188s, equates to $1.85^ million annually. Adding this amount to the 

Alternative 1 savings of $6.72^ million yields savings of $8,578 million for this alternative 

(or 17.6 percent of the total system cost). 

Alternative 3;  Limited Reduction in LOGAIR Service 

The preceding alternative can be readily extended to yield additional savings to the 

LOGAIR system. The second alternative considered the advantages of replacing two 

unneeded L-100 aircraft with either DC-9s or L-188s. This alternative goes one step 

further and replaces the two remaining L-100 aircraft with the smaller aircraft. Such a 

replacement can be accomplished if the system manager more closely monitors the cargo 

moving on these two flights. If just 25 percent of the cargo moving on these flights were 

diverted to surface movement, then the DC-9 or L-188 aircraft could replace these L-100s 

(see Table G-7 for the unchallenged workloads). Table G-9 displays the cost impact of this 

action. 

The daily savings of $6,213 equates to $2,267 million annually. However, the 

diverted material must still be moved to its destination and the surface transportation 

cost subtracted from this annual figure. It is nearly impossible to estimate the cost of 

moving this diverted material—origins, destinations, type of commodity, etc. are all 

unknown. As a rough estimate, suppose only one-half the identified savings are, in fact, 

achieved.    This still leaves approximately $1,133 million in savings for this alternative. 



TABLE G-9.   ALTERNATIVE 3 - SAVINGS 

FLIGHT 
NUMBER 

TOTAL 
MILES 

MILEAGE C 
DC-9/L-I8S 

OST ($) 
L-100 

DAILY 
SAVINGS ($) 

2F 

2B 

M06 

3,870 

7,572 

7,137 

10,770 

10,151 

3,198 

3,014 

TOTAL 7,976 1^,709 20,921 6,212 

which when added to that identified through Alternatives 1 and 2, yields a total savings of 

$9,711 (or 19.9 percent of the total system cost). 

Two principal arguments can be raised in opposition to this alternative 1) the lack of 

justification for the 25 percent diversion rate and 2) the assumption that the diverted 

cargo will require only one-half of the identified savings to cover the cost of movement by 

surface mode. 

In response to the first argument, Air Force experience in challenging MAC 

shipments provides a strong foundation for extrapolation into the CONUS sector. Air 

Force requisitioners are not overstating the issue priority on just shipments destined for 

overseas, this overstatement is also occurring on CONUS shipments. 

Concerning the second argument, it was assumed that the diverted cargo will 

frequently be consolidated with regular surface shipments at a low marginal cost. Thus, 

the one-half figure was an attempt to recognize such a situation. 

Alternative 4;   Extensive Reduction in LOGAIR Services 

As noted previously, LOGAIR is a free-flow system in that it accepts all TP 1 and 

TP 2 traffic. The only air-eligible traffic not routinely accepted by the system include 

outsize cargo, shipments with an apparent excessive quantity, or shipments on which the 

requisition date or required delivery date is past 90 days. This is a sound approach since 

the space is procured on an annual basis and thus, it should be used to the maximum. 
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However, the data base for each succeeding year's procurement tends to be excessive 

since there is no means of quantifying that portion of the traffic which could have been 

transported in a surface mode and still meet the consignee's requirements. 

The airlift challenge data displayed in Tables 10 and 11 in the body of this report 

indicate that a considerable percentage of high priority requirements are acceptable to 

the consignee in a surface mode. While there is limited Air Force data in these tables, 

the _ is no reason to suspect that Air Force requisitioners are any different than those in 

other Services. 

Considering the available data on airlift challenges and the responsive transportation 

available in CONUS (both air and surface), a 25 percent success rate in airlift challenges 

appears to be attainable without a significant negative impact on the Air Force supply 

system. Therefore, all LOGA1R traffic with the exception of that destined for aerial 

ports (which supposedly had alreidy been challenged) was reduced by 25 percent. The net 

result of this action, on top of thnt embedded in the preceding alternatives was the 

elimination of two trunk routes: 3C and 3P (as identified in Table G-'*, Alternative 1). 

The traffic formerly carried by these routes can be readily satisfied by other routes. For 

example, Route 2Q has adequate capacity to absorb 3C's daily volume, while W can 

satisfy 3P's traffic (see Table G-7, Alternative 1 for the unchallenged daily volumes on 

these routes). 

The elimination of these two routes then results in additional daily savings of $4,6^7 

for each route (see Table G-'f), or a total of $9,29^ (or $3,392 million annually). By 

reducing daily mileage by ^,552 miles, a savings of $1.332 million in airways tax and POL 

adjustment also result, (i.e., 26,8^2 miles per day under this alternativeA0,8O7 miles per 

day in the LOGAIR base system x $11.981 million less tax and POL savings under 

Alternative 1 = $1.332 million). The gross savings of this alternative is then 

$4.724 million, in addition to that identified previously in the other alternatives. 
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Again we have diverted material that must still be moved to its destination, and the 

cost of this transportation is assumed to be 50 percent of the associated savings, or 

$2,362 million. Therefore, the total savings of this alternative amount to $12,073 million, 

(i.e. $2,362 million plus $9,711 million under Alternatives 1, 2, and 3), or 2^.7 percent of 

the total base LOGAIR cost. 
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APPENDIX H 

SELECTED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

The broad and complex nature of traffic management has made it difficult for 

transportation officers to be aware of all problems within the functions they supervise. In 

order for a TO to effectively utilize his resources, it is essential that he have adequate 

systems support. During the course of our review, we came in contact with five systems 

that provide (or soon will provide) valuable assistance to the traffic management function. 

These are the 

Air Force Shipment Document Release and Control System; 

Air Force Transportation Automated Routing System; 

MTMC Freight Movement Control System; 

DSA Mechanization of Freight Packing and Shipping Terminal; and 

-    Federal   Supply  Service  Shipment   Consolidation  and  Planned  Order   Selection 
System 

1.       Air Force Shipment Document Release and Control System (SDRCS - 0009) 

The D009 is a personalized shipment planning system used by the Air Logistics 

Centers.   It is designed to meet the peculiar shipment planning requirements of each of 

the five ALCs. 

The Material Release Order (MRO), i.e., the DD  13^8, is the basic output 

document generated by the system.   The DD IMS is available to the Shipment Planning 

Section cf the Transportation Division prior to the supply item being pulled from the shelf. 

The system generates delivery requirements by transportation priority—TP 1 

and TP 2 cargo requirements are  processed  daily   while   TP 3 cargo requirements are 

generated once a week to each destination.   The CONUS is geographically sectioned so as 

to facilitate maximum consolidation and balance the workload.   All requisitions (including 

parcel post eligible material where applicable) are consolidated by destination and freight 

: 

:: 
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rating within these geographic areas. 

Data generated by the DOOO includes warehouse location, freight rating, 

specific information when applicable relative to identification of airlift investment items, 

airlift challenge (this applies to overocean destinations only), and the LOGAIR flight on 

which the cargo should be forwarded. In addition, Warner Robins ALC manually enters 

such data as the date due in packing, whether containers are to be used, etc. 

The D009 also interfaces with the inventory control system so that inventory 

levels an. adjusted from the one time entry of the customer requisition. 

Our review indicated that the system enjoys the confidence of the user and is 

an effective shipment planning tool. 

2.       Air Force Transportation Automated Routing System (TARS) 

TARS is a personalized routing system used by the Air Logistics Centers. It is 

designed to provide the particular routing and carrier selection guidance required at each 

of the five ALCs. 

After the D009 system has consolidated shipments by weight, freight 

classification, etc., for each destination, the Traffic Section of the Shipment Planning 

Branch is responsible for selecting the most expeditious and least expensive mode for 

transporting the cargo to its destination. 

For each destination served by a particular ALC, the system provides less than 

truckload (LTL) performance data for the previous ninety day period on r" carriers used 

by the ALC. This may include truck, bus, freight forwarder, commercial air, LOGAIR, 

parcel post, etc. As an illustration, TARS provides Sacramento ALC a listing of all LTL 

carriers used in the previous ninety days to transport cargo to Charleston, South Carolina 

and the average intransit time performance of each carrier. 

The system also provides the latest tariffs for the various freight 

classifications. Tariff information is also supplied for air and surface freight forwarders, 

commercial air, and others.   For LOGAIR and commercial air, schedules are displayed as 
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well as distance from a LOGAIR station, preferred mode for NORS items, etc. It is 

expected that the system will soon include schedule and cost information for Federal 

Express, UPS, and air parcel post. 

The key aspect of the system is that it is destination oriented. When the 

Shipment Planning Branch has to route a shipment to a given destination, the router 

references that destination in the TARS Guide for the necessary information. 

The system is scheduled to be updated monthly with the latest tariffs, 

schedules, etc.; however, this schedule is not strictly adhered to. 

Our review indicated that TARS has the support and confidence of the user and 

that   it   provides   ready   access   to   essential   information   that   otherwise   might   take 

considerable research. 

3.       MTMC Freight Movement Control System (FMCS) 

MTMC's Freight Movement Control System (FMCS) is a comprehensive traffic 

management system which is still in the concept stage.   FMCS will consist of seven major 

applications when fully implemented: 

Freight Rate Retrieval 

- Freight Traffic Request and Release; 

- Point of Embarkation (POE) Selection Processing; 

Export Cargo Booking; 

Freight Movement Reporting; 

- Shipment Statistics; and 

Volume Movement Report Processing. 

The Freight Rate Retrieval (FRR) application is scheduled for implementation in FY 1977. 

The others are planned for implementation over a five-year period and have not been 

reviewed. 

The FRR application is being designed to provide the Freight Traffic Division 

with the capability, through the use of remote access devices, to query a central data base 

i- 
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and provide the optimum service and cost effective route between any two CONUS 

locations. The purpose of the system is to shorten MTMC's response time to local TOs and 

thereby assist them in improving overall performance. 

k.       PSA Mechanization of Freight Packing and Shipping Terminal (MOFAST) 

The MOFAST system is operationil only at Defense Depot Ogden, but it is 

currently being implemented at Defense Depot Memphis. MOFAST is a heavily automated 

system directed toward expediting the packing, shipment consolidation, staging, and 

outloading functions. 

The MOFAST system has an extensive computer capability which monitors 

both the status of the MROs, which are selected for processing each working day, and the 

operation of the material handling hardware. 

The computer tracks the MROs through each processing stage: entry into the 

system, formation of shipping units, routing to the appropriate assembly point, and 

automatic generation of the GBL. Two innovative features of the system include the 

CUBITRON and the Container Automated Marking System (CAMS). The CUBITRON is an 

automatic weighing and cubing station through which each package must pass. In the 

process, the unit automatically adds the weight, cube, and length of each package to the 

computer file. The information is printed on the GBL and is used for load planning. The 

CAMS automatically imprints the address of the consignee directly onto the container or 

package surface using a non-impact process. The CAMS system has been undergoing 

extensive testing at Defense Depot Ogden and is scheduled to become operational shortly. 

The depot had estimated that ninety-five positions would be eliminated with 

the full implementation of MOFAST; however, the GAO has recently reviewed the system 

and they have given the depot credit for 105 positions. 

5.       Federal  Supply Service Shipment Consolidation and Planned Order Selection 
(SCA'POSTSystem 

While  we have had limited exposure to the SCAPOS system of the Federal 



Supply Service, the system appears to have some attractive characteristics which may be 

applicable to DoD activities. 

All customers served by a given activity are consolidated into specific routes 

which are determined by geographical locations. The routes are then segregated into 

three groups depending upon the average weekly tonnage. Routes with an average weekly 

tonnage over 50,000 pounds are served as often as required; those with an average weekly 

tonnage between 25,000 and ^9,999 pounds are served no more than twice a week; while 

those under 25,000 pounds are served at most once a week. 

Each route is then assigned a specific day{s) of the week in which shipments to 

the destinations on the route will be generated by the computer. One of the factors 

considered in assigning routes to days is workload balancing. It is our impression that 

SCAPOS eliminates the use of parcel post to large customers and small package carriers 

are used for minimum charge shipments. 
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APPENDIX I 

EXHIBIT OP-16 

DOD co-jpoicrrr 
OPERATIOI.'S, 

TRAMSPORTATIOU Oi' TJIIIIGS 

 PY/CY/DY 
Propram        TüCü 

PART A - Sunmarj; 

Direct 
Depot level transportation  (ton niler.) 

(passengers) 
Medical Evacuation (passengers) 
APO Mall (ton mles) 
Unit raovcacnt and cxerciscG  (ton miles) 
Other XXX 

Subtotal (Direct Program) 

gejjnbursable 

Depot level transportation  (ton miles) 
(passengers) 

I-?edical Evacuation (passengers) 
AK) Mail (ton miles) 
Unit movement and exercises  (ton miles) 
Other (ton miles) 

(passengers) 
Subtotal (Reimbursable) 

Total 
PART B - Analyüis of Total 

Military SeeliTt Conrmnd 

Carco (ton miles) 
Passengers (number) 

Military Airlift  Command 

Channel (ton miles) 
Special Assignment (flying hours) 

Military Traffic ManogCTient and Term in a."1. Service 

Stevedoring (tons) 
Other (tons) 

Commercial 

Surface Transportation  (ton miles) 
Air Transportation (ton miles) 
Stevedoring (tons) 
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PY/CY/BY  
l>ro(.';rtuü      faoo 

PAHT C  -  Dctnil  of Pepnt Trannportallon 

Cot.iinerci'i]  Transportation 

Surface  (s/Tons) 
Lopair (S/Tons) 
Commercial Air  (s/Tons) 
Relinburscmcnls 

Military Seal ift Command 

Cargo (M/Tons) 
(Logistical Support Ittunc) 
(Post Exchange  Items) 

Passericorü  (Number) 
POL (l./Tons) 
Per Dien  (Days) 
Reimbursements 

Military Airlift Command 

Channel (s/Tons) 
(Logistical   Support  Items) 
(Post Exchange Items) 

Special Assignments  (Flying Hours) 
Reiiiiburswaents 

Military Trari'i.c Manc^o^cnt and Tenninal Service 

Stevedoring (Tons) 

Postage and Fees Paid Indicia 

Postage and Fees Paid Indicia 
Reinibursc-raents 

Total 
Direct 
Reimbursements 

PA1\T D - Ocean Transportation via Military Sealift 
Command  (MSCj~ 

Origin Destination 

U.S. Alaska (Mona Lisa) 
U.S. North Atlantic 
U.S. Latin America 
U.S. Europe 
u.s: Mediterranean 
U.S. Mid-Pacific 
U.S. Par East EX1HBIT OP-16 
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PY/CY/HY  
Program   j.OÖCi 

OrJc.in Destination 

U.S. North Pacific 
U.S. Indian Oceon 

Subtotal (Outbound Cargo) 

North Atlantic U.S. 
Latin America U.S. 
Kuropc U.S. 
Mediterranean U.S. 
Mid-Pacific U.S. 
Far East U.S. 
North Pacific U.S. 
Indian Ocean U.S. 

Subtotal (inbound Cnrco) 

Total (Outbound-Inbound) 
InLer-Area Movements 
Intra-Arca Itovements 

Subtotal 

Pro-Rata Share:    Mail 
PX 
Con ex 
Coal 

Total (Pro-Rata Items) 

Total (Dry Carßo) 

PART E - Materlel Transport ML ion - Military Airlift 
Conaaand 

Military Airlift Ccinrr.and 

Channel 
Atlantic (s/Tons) 
Pacific. (s/Tons) 

Total Channel 

Sledal Assirirnent 
Hourly-Rate Aircraft  (hours) 

ExirrniT op-16 
(Page 3 of 3) 
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APPENDIX 3 

FORECASTING OVEROCEAN REQUlRfiMr:NTS 
AT THE TANK/AUTOMOTIVE COMMAND 

This report included an evaluation of the financial and traffic management practices 

of the Shipper Services. While reviewing the Army Materiel Command financial 

management program at the Tank/Automotive Command (TACOM), we became familiar 

with TACOM's procedures for forecasting overocean requirements. Several weaknesses 

appear to exist in these procedures and they are briefly discussed below. 

The responsibility for developing overocean requirements is assigned to the 

Transportation Management Branch of the Transportation Divison. The basis for the 

forecasts are short-and long-range surface and air overocean estimates prepared by the 

Inventory Managers. After the overocean estimates are summarized, the Transportation 

Management Branch automatically diverts ninety percent of all airlift requirements to 

surface movement. Upon closer inspection, we found the reason for the automatic diversion to 

be historical—it has always been done. We also found that the Inventory Managers are not 

aware of this practice. 

The short-range forecasts, which are developed two to three months prior to the 

month of movement, are consolidated by the Logistics Control Agency (LCA) in the 

Presidio of San Francisco, California. The estimates are then compared with historical 

^ata and adjusted as necessary. Copies of the final package are forwarded to AMC 

Headquarters and the Army Data Processing Agency in Radford, Virginia. After review, 

evaluation, and consolidation with other Army requirements, the forecasts are sent to the 

Directorate of Transportation and Services, DCSLOG, for final review and approval. 

The approved forecasts are then sent to the appropriate '»"rngle Manager Operating 

Agency and to the SDT Program Manager. Based on these forecasts the Program Manager 

prepares obligation estimates for MAC, MSC, and MTMC.    The Finance and Accounting 
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Center receives a copy of these obligation estimates which are used as a basis for giving 

cross disbursing authority to the Single Manager Operating Agencies. 

The important feature of the above process is that it is initiated by command 

estimates; however, the commands are not provided historical movement data which could 

be used to improve the quality of  the estimates.    Furthermore, one must question the 

rt. 

t necessity  of the forecasts being developed at  the command level  with  the  extensive 

massaging of the data which takes place above. 

When we inquired why LCA did not provide historical information to the commands, 

they responded "the Commodity Commands have never asked for the data." (It was not 

clear that the commands are aware that historical data are available.) 

AMC is in the process of developing an Overocean Cargo Forecasting and Feedback 

System that will evaluate the quality of the forecasts and assist the Commodity 

Commands in preparing them.   This system is scheduled for implementation in FY 1976. 
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APPENDIX K 

SUPPLEMENTAL BUDGET EXHIBITS 

EXHIBIT 1-A.  DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
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EXHIBIT  1-B.     DEPARTMENT OF  THE  NAVY 
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EXHIBIT  1-C.     MARINE   CORPS 
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EXHIBIT 1-D .  DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
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EXHIBIT 5. 

ASSISTANT  FITPIVr^KY. OF IVI'KN^E   -    TNKTM.IJVTK'NS  fc  I.OnTSTICS 

yy76 - TKAtv or Ptn_Kux cj IANCES 

(ooo oMiTri:nj 

I 

i r 

i 

I1' 

DBSCKIPTION 
j     or.D 
1 punr.ur |      PBD«/ RBCLAMA 

j      PRLEXDt.NT'S 
BUDGET 

API'ORTK'tJMKNJ   1 
BUDGET             i 

OCTOBER JANUARY 

1 nrj'AKrr. ;.T oi' TIU^AILX^ 

I-YV^ PHVCU/M '!ii,?L2 'J'-.o.giio 446. 9.')'i 445, lüf. 

1      INC/Df.C tV75  TO ry7C. 

R/,Ti;.S 13,045 

• 
• 
• 

WOR:;I.O.-\D (23.177) • 
|       roLicy 

mc I,KocllA^i 

DRPARTH
0
::? OF THK KAW 

('•>f».779) 

3ftO.HV 

1 

• 

471.017 471 .f<47 40y. (!f.4 

1 nf75  rKCiGR/iW 

ItiC/OEC   nf75   TO  FY76 

iV.TKS 

>           WOKrU.O.M) • 
POLI cy 

1770  PROGRAM 

| KARINp  CORPS 

Fy75  PROGRAM 

j      INC/DEC  FtlS   TO  fYVS 

RATES 

|          NORKLOAD 

1          POLICY 

n'7C  PROGRAM 

| PKPARTHCNT OF THE               j 

FY75  PROÜKAM 

INC/DEC  '•Y7;)  TO  l'Y7f> 

RATES 

WORKLOAD 

POLXCY 1 
nf76 PROGUAM 

2/, 

i    1 
DURING   Till;   FY   197C   OSI3  IUIDCET   REVIEW,   Tl!!;i(F,   WRRE  TWELVE   PROüfAM  BUDGET 
DECISIONS   (PUD)   TIIAT  IIA»  AN   ItU'ACT  UPON  KDT. 
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EXPLANATION  OF   CHANGES   IN   FUNDING   REQUIREMENTS 

1 •        Rate Changes   - MSC   (see   Exhibit   1-A.    Pngn   1  of   4.   Pnrt-   TT, 
Rate Changes) 

Assuming  the   following: 

FY75  ave.   cost/meas.   ton  -   $75.00 

FY76  expected  ave.   cost/me:iS.   ton  -   $80.00 

Fy76  estimated  meas.   tons   to be   shipped   -   1,300,000 

The difference in average unit cost between FY75 and FY16 
multiplied by the FY76 quantity shipped = an increase/de- 
crease  in  cost attributable   to  the  MSC rate   change 

or 

$5(1,300,000) = $6,500,000 increased cost for shipment of 
material  via  MSC due   to  rate   increase. 

2. Workload   Changes   -  MAC   (see  Exhibit   1-A.   Page   1   of  4.   Pnrt,   II, 
Workload  Changes) 

Assuming   the   following: 

FY75  ave.   unit  cost =  $l,000/short   ton 

FY75  volume   shipped  =  18,000  short   tons 

FY16 estimated  volume   to be  shipped  -   10,000  short  tons 

An  expected   renssignment  of  troops   overseas   to  CONUS 
Commands  resulted   in   a   reduced  amount  of materiel   to be 
airlifted  in  FY76. 

$1,000(8,000)   =  $8,000,000 decrease   in  cost   for  shipment 
of material   via MAC due   to  change   in  workload. 

3. Policy  Changes   (see  Exhibit   1-A.   Page   1   of  4.    Part  II.   Policy 
Changes) 

Beginning   in   FY76,   roimbursement  to  MAC will  be   limited  to 
passenger   traffic.     The  program decision  memorandum  from 
OSD  concerning   the   consolidation  of  TAC  airlift   forces 

K-12 



under MAC removed the C-5 and C-141 aircraft from 
industrially funded operations.  The AF Program will 
fund these operations by transferring programmed air- 
lift funds from each of the Services in FY76. 

This has resulted in a reduction of $55,975,000 in 
Army SDT fund requirements. 
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SCHEDULE 

It.    ClMfiiUUl ION SI ATti. Ei4T (''"'' ''''s R'pcut) 
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W.    PISTItlBUTION STATEMENT (of tlie »tutiKCl t.ittrcd in Block 20, II dillttenl Irom Kci'OfO 

10.   tUPPLEWEMAKY NOTES 

20.    AOSTVACT  (Conf/nu* or. itvmr »uto 1/ ■■«er*««')' tm* lilrnlily by tilvik mimti»i) 

At  the  request  o,*:   the ASK:
1
 staut Secretary  o_ Daj...;ise   (Inr-aj.lo- 

tions  anc".   LjCiisLicF,) ,   ASDd&L),   the  L ijistJcs  Iw.aa'joP'O.at   larsticute 
rovio.'c-d the second  destanatJon  tvansportatiun   (SDT)   rirogra-.s  c:y. 
the Department  of Defonr.c.     The  objectives  ol:  ttio  review ware  {•> 

i 1)   evaluate service controls  over SDT  funds, (i.)   cvaluaio Sorvice 
capabilities  to use  the  funds   i.n a  cost effective  c.anner,   a:icit.'.) 

/, 

ident-ily ai'can  reovirjug   increased  partieipatj. a ie Ar.n(i( T,) 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
SrCURITV Cl.Jl'.'.iriCATlCN  Of  Thl5 f-*C.C'Hf'M Dm-m  I'nle.-id) 

f.-J 

—^in  order  to  more   fully carry  out  assigned  responsibilities. 

As  a   result of this   review,   several weaknesses   in  the  SDT 
programs  of  the  Department  of Defense  were  identified.     These   in- 
cluded  1)   the SDT budget  submissions   from the Services  are  incon- 
sistent and   inappropriate   for  pronram review,   2)   the  SDT  program 
of  the Navy  is  deficient  in   terms  of progrr.m controls  and direction 
to   field  activities,   and  3)   the  L0GA1R and OUICKTR/VS   systems   can 
be  made  more  cost effective   by employing  surface   transportation 
over  short  distances  and   increasing   the  utilization  of  dedicated 
trucks,   respectively.     Recomiuendations   for alleviating  these  an.'1 

other weaknesses   ih  the  SDT  programa   are   included   in   the  report. ' 


